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Unemployment Down,Prices Ease

Connally To Be In Paducah

Carter Has Good
Economic News

Presidential Race
Will Heat Up In
State Next Week

By ROBERTPARRY
--Associated Press Writer
,
WASHINGTON ( AP) — With the'
election only a month away, President
Carter is getting some good economic
news to take to the hustings — a slight
decline in the unemployment rate and
an easing of who4pale price increases.
But rising interest rates cloud the picture, nor is the wholesale price news as
bright as it first appeared Friday when
the Labor Department released the
figures for September.
Department officials said wholesale
prices dropped 0.2 percent — the first
monthly decline in Vs years. But they
acknowledged that it occurred only
because for the first time, the department counted discounts for cars and
trucks at
end of the model year.
In another 'economic development,'
Paul A. Volcker, . chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board, said Friday he
shares President Carter's concern over
the recent rise in interest rates, saying
they may have "jumped too far."
"I don't like to see big gyrations more
than anybody else," Volcker said.
But he declined, comment on the
president's criticism a day earlier of
the board'si own interest rate policies.
Volcker,also declined-to say if he thinks
the rise in interest rates could choke aft
the nation's recovery from recession.
_

After the Fed's increase last week in
its discount rate for tending money to
customer banks from 10 percent to 11
percent,some major banks raised their
prime lending. rate for their most
credit-worthy customers to 14 percent
on Thursday.
Labor Department officials said the
wholesale index change was designed
to provide more accurate price•figures
for the year, and flatly denied that it
was done to help Carter's campaign.
Had those car and truck discounts not
been introduced, wholesale prices
would have increased 0.4 percent in
September, still a reversal of the sharp"
increases reported in July and August. --The Labor Department said the
unemployment fell to 7.5 percent in
September, down from 7.6 percent in
. August and the lowest since April, when
it was 7 percent. The September jobless
rate was the second consecutive Monthly decline and strengthened previous
indications that the recession is bottoming out.
The figures released by the Labor
Department will be the last on the two
major economic indicators to come out
before the Nov. 4 election. :The Consumer Price Index, the remaining big.
economic report to be'released before'
the election, will be made public Oct.
24.'

HAUNTED FOREST CONTRACT — Alice Rouse, chairman of the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, anclicre Kelso, Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees president, sign a contract for this year's Kappa-Jaycee
Haur(Wd FdrVsrand Carnival. The annual event, which will feature many
new attractions, is set for 6 to 9 p.m. Oct 27, 28, 29 and 30 at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds

Commissioner Hopes Tennessee Won't
Have To Sue TVA In $8 Million Dispute
By BILL RA WLINS
Associated Press Writer

keeping shuffle used to delay a power
rate increase a year ago and a move by
TVA's board earlier this week toward a
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) —Finance
compromise. Donelson said the state
Commissioner Lewis Donelson says he
hasn't agreed.
hopes it won't be necessary for the state
Asked the state of negotiations with
to sue the Tennessee Valley Authority
TVA, Donelson said, "I think negotia. over a dispute involving $6 ini1Jiostin
tions would be glorifying what has haplieu of taxes.
pened. TVA has stated its position and
Hetold met-kers Frtitartbatrhex.-___— we-have-Mated our position and that's
pects a-decision shortly.
where we are."
The dispute arose over a TVA bookHe then said the state could go to

Reagan Gets Briefing
From CIA On Gulf War
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
.
MIDDLEBURG, Va.(AP) — Ronald
Reagan, armed with questions from
Henry Kissinger and Alexander Haig,
is getting a secret intelligence briefing
from the CIA on the war between-iPer,
sian Gulf oil powers Iran and Iraq.
'•
The Repubaan presidential candidate had refused intelligence information from the-administration. but as
the war escalated, he decided last
weekend to accept a briefing limited to
information about the fighting.
The session was to be held today at
Reagan's secluded estate in Northern
Virginia, where he is resting over the
weekend after a 17-state campaign
tout. In other political developments Friday:
—President Carter, in a Washington
speech to a group of female judges,
criticized Reagan's preference for picking judges who are anti-abortion."I am
-concerned ... that some groups around
the country are attempting to set up
ideological eligibility tests for judges."
—Independent candidate John B.
Anderson, in a Los Angeles speech Co
steelworkers, said again that is not anti-labor. "Don't let anyone tell you
that John Anderson. is anti-labor."
Reagan's briefing wasao be given by
CIA Director Stansfield Turner and two
intelligence officers, Richard Iehman,

chairman of the National Intelligence
Council, and Robert Ames, a Middle
East specialist.
Before sitting down with the CIA,
Reagan.and his running mate, George
Bush, planned to confer with former
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger,
Haig, former commander Of NATO
forces, and Richard Allen, Reagan's
top national security adviser.
"You have to know the right questions- to ask to get any real information," explained an aide, who asked to
remain anonymous.
Reagan has been .silent about Iran
and Iraq since claiming a week ago that
the . war was the "consequence of
policies this administration has followed during the last34 years."
He has said the United States was
powerless to do anything about the war
because of. the state of U.S. defense
capability. Until now, Reagan has
refused the administration's offering of
intelligence briefings on grounds they
would restrict him from using information he got from other sources.
As he headed home after a two-week
trip, Reagan campaigned at Liberty
Baptist College in Lynchburg, Va., and
in Norfolk, Va., an important Atlantic
Coast naval seaport.
Disagreeing with some fundamentalist ministers supporting Ms-- campaign, Reagan rejected the notion that
God does not hear the prayers of Jews.

inside today
The Murray High Tigers dropped their record to 2-4 Friday
night nith a
42-3 loss to Caldwell County.The story on the game appears
on Page 6.
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partly sunny
and cool
Pa rth sunny and cool on Sunday with highs in the low 60.s
Winds will be light and northeasterly Sunday
Kentucky Extended Forecast
A chance of showers on Monday. Partly cloudy and continued
very cool through the period.
Highs in the 60s and 70s. Lows
mostly in the 40s.

•
court in an effort to collect the extra tax
butthat this would be a last resort.
In any case, he said, the state dame
up $3.9 million sty of its estimated
September collections of the c;ross
receipts tax as a- result of the
smallerthan-expected payment from
.TVA.
TVA-makes monthly payments in lieu
Of taxes, barethon is estiinated'power
revenues, but its September payment is
designed to reflect actual revenues at
the end of the. agency's bookkeeping
year,Sept. 30.
It all started when the TVA board approved a 10.8 percent power rate increase' to go into effect Oct. 1, 1979.
Because of heavy rains that resulted in
unexpected hydroelectric' power, good
production from Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant and similar windfalls, TVA
wound up with a $163 million profit on
that date.
•
Howard Herndoo, general counsel for,
the state Revenue Department,said the
state thinks TVA should have paid 88
million in lieu of taxes on this, half of it.
destined to be divided among the state's

city and county governments.
• Instead, TVA applied the $163 million
to this year's budget
,
and postponed
the effective date of the power increase
to last April 1. Herbert Sanger, TVA's
legal cdunsel, said the agency thinks it
properly computed its taxes — and does
not owe the $8 million.
TVA says it owes no tax, at least at
this time, because the surplus revenue
was plowed back into the system. The
state says the tax is due because the
$163 million was earned during the past
year. •ij
In an effort to avoid disputes,. the
TVA board agreed Monday to change
the basia_on.svhich it makes.monthly
payments,designed to returtrabout $1.2
million more per Month to the state.
But the federal agency is standing firm
against'paying taxes on the $163 million
fund transfer.
TVA paid Tepnessee $61.5 million
during the year 'ended Sept. 30, 1979.
For the fiscal year which ended Tuesday, the state expected to receive $69.9'
million, but would .receive only $61.5
million under TVA's reckoning.

By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
presidential race shows signs of heating
up next week in Kentucky, with both
Republicans and Democrats bringing
outside campaigners.
Former Texas Governor John Connally and Republican contender Ronald
Reagan's wife, Nancy,are scheduled to
campaign for Reagan, the Reagan
campaign announced.
Dr. Robert L. Maddox, special assistant for religious liaison at the White
House, is slated „to visit on behalf of
President Carter next week, and Vice
President Walter Mondale plans a Ken:.
tucky stop the following week, the.
Carter campaign said.
Connally will speak at 3:30 p.m. Monday at Reagan headquarters in
Paducah. He then plans a 5:30 p.m. appearance at the Ramada Inn at
Madisonville, the Reagan campaign
said.
Nancy Reagan will speak at 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday at the Dosker Manor apartments for the elderly in Louisville and
appear 'at a -rally that evening for'
Republican women's clubs and precinct
werkers, said Christy Lay, executive
director of the Kentucky Conimittee for
Reagan.
The next day, Mrs: Reagan will attend a rally in Lexington and visit Cardinal Hill hospital in I.exington before
departing fqr Tampa,Ms. Lay said.
Maddox,isSouthem Baptist minister
who coordinates administrationeontact
with religious leaders and organizations, will speak Wednesday at a
brunch for religious leaders in
Louisville and address a luncheon at
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, the Carter campaign announced.
_
Mondale will appear Oct. 15 at a fundraiser at the Fig Tree Restaurant in
Louisville, said Karen Horseman at the
Kentucky campaign headquarters for
the Carter-Mondale Presidential Committee.
Ms. Lay said the Connally visit was
intended to stimulate what the
Republicans view as potentially strong
Reagan support in traditionally
Democratic western Kentucky.
"They may be. Democrats, but
they're conservatives," she said.
"They look at four more years of Jimmy Carter and realize that cannot be."
She said the Reagan Campaign was
encouraged by a poll conducted Monday by radio station WKOA at
Hopkinsville.
The telephone poll of 460 registered
Christian County voters was done using

guidelines from the Lou Harris polling
organization,said station news dir tor
Chuck Thomas.
He said 39.4 percent of those poll
said they would vote for Reagan if the
election Where held that day and 29.6
percent said they would vote fOr Carter
— with .a sizeable 27.5 percent saying
they were undecided. He said 3.5 percent said they Would vote for independent candidate John Anderson.
The Harris organization told WKOA
that the poll ag it was conducted was
statistically accurate within 4.5 percent, Thomas said.
Ms. Lay said the appearances by Connally and Mrs. Reagan were possible
because,"the national party is looking
at Kentucky as a target state."
,
_ Ms. Horseman said the national
Democratic Party also views Kentucky
as "one of the target states," however. .
And she said the Democrats were not.
unduly worried about Reagan strength
in western Kentucky. "We've talked to
some 1st District folks and they are
- -pretty strong behind Carter," she said.
"They may be a little upset with
Carter, but Reagan would be so much
worse, and they:will realize that," she
said:
She said Carter still is expected to put
in an appearance in Kentucky before
.the election, though no firm plans have
been made.
.
And Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. plans
rallies in egcb district on behalf of
Carter, in addition to rallies being
organized by local campaign officials,
shesaid.
county rallies are what:are
going to get people really fired up, andthe/rallies with the governor,"she said.

Consequences Of
Interest Rate Hike
Noted By Carter
NEW YORK.(AP) --- The political, if
not economic consequences, of the recent increase in interest rates were
underscored this past week as President Carter took the Federal Reserve to
task for its recent tight-credit policies.
"It would obviously be much better
for me as a candidate if interest rates._
were going down." he told a television
interviewer while campaigning in
Philadelphia.
Whether it would be much better for.
the rest of us — in economic terms — is
something that is being debated these
days.

Both Claim Victory
Iranian Planes Raiaghdad
As Iraqi MiGs Attack Cities
By STEVE K.BENDY
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iranian
we:Vanes raided Baghdad this morning, witnesses said,after Iraqi,MiGs attacked seven cities in a 500-mile swath
of Iranian territory. Both Persian Oa
oil giants also claimed victories on the
ground, and an Iranian firing squad executed 15 people for espionage and
treason.
Anti-aircraft gunners and surface-toair missile batteries opened fire t me''
U.S.-built Iranian jets for about 10
minutes,and explosions were heard in
the south and west of the Iraqi capital.
Bur there was heavy fog and no immediate word on what was hit during
the 6 a.m. raid.
It was.the first Iranian air raid on
Baghdad since Tuesday when Iranian
Phantoms attacked a nuclear research
center and an electric power plant in
the Iraqi capital.
The Tehran command said this morning's raid came hours after "Iraqi
MiGs attacked the helpless people of
j Tabriz, Dezful, Khorramshahr,
1 Abadan, Masjed-e-Scileyman, Khor1711•Mabad and Sa.bneti: Some losses
•
resulted."
Tabriz is about 100 miles east of the
Iraqi border and 500 miles north of
Iran's major port of Khorriimshsthr.
- Tehran Rack() said criIiring squad in
Susangerd,100 Miles north of Khorramshahr, executed "15 Iraqi intelligence
service elements and traitOrs" before
dawn after a trial conducted by

Ayatollah Sadegh Khalkhali, Iran's
sternest judge.
Iraq said Friday its troops were
holding on to Kborramshar and other
"liberated territory" in Iran's oil-rich
Khuzistan Province, but Iran claimed
"complete superiority on all fronts"
and said its air force was dropping propaganda leaflets on Iraq along with
bombs.
The Iraqi command said its troops, spread along a 300-mile front as deep as
50 miles inside Iran, "continued to
crush the enemy's counterattacks,
maintaining a firm hold on liberated
territory and inflicting heavy losses on
the enemy."
Tehran Radio dismissed the claim
and said Iranian forces reopened a
strategic railroad reported cut by Iraqi
forces near Dezful, 150 miles north of
Khorramshahr, and that a train left
Tehran 'for Ahwaz, the Khuzistan
capital 70 miles north of Khorramshahr
and the nearby refinery city of Abadan.
"The enemy thought that the roads to
our towns would be open to him, but the
heroic resistance Of the people of these
towns has-forced him to retreat. We
have achieved complete superiority on
all the fronts opened by the enemy,"
Iranian -President Abolhassan BeniSadr said.
"We hope that our forces, called upon
to- pursue the enemy's remnants will
" soon carry out the tasks given them We
are getting ready to deal the final blow.
We are confident that the defenders of

•

Khorramshahr will not give up their ciany reliable information on the size or
ty to the enemy."
disposition of the opposing forces. Few
Iraq has -repeatedly claimed its
of the Khuzistani Arabs seem to have
troops already have overrun the key
joined the Iraqis, an* the only backing
Khorramshahr oil port.
for the Iraqi invasion has come from
Bani-Sadr added that Iraqi President
neighboring Arab Persian Gulf states.
Saddam Hussein's offer of a four-day
Hojatoleslam Sayyed Ali Khamenei,
cease-fire beginning Sunday would be a
leader of Friday prayers in Tehran,
gift to "save him from collapse-. For us,
condemned these states as "greedy
however, a cease-fire has no meaning,
pigs" and said Iran was"determined to
when 'the enemy's armed forces are
send Hussein to hell. His collaborators'
stilNeh our territory. Now is not the _
turn will come later: I ant ref
tiirie for us to declare a ceasefire."
the sheiks in the gulf region and some
The speaker of Iran's Parliament,
rulers in the Arab region."
Hashemi Rafsanjani, said ''the offenIran and Iraq, members of the same
sive posture of lean' was so apparent
Organization of Petroleum . Exporting
that Iranian aircraft were able to drop
Countries Ole gulf sheiks belong to,
the Imam's message to the Iraqi people
have virtually destroyed each other's .
over the holy cities of Karbala, Najaf
oil facilities, which accounted for more
and Khazemieh."
than 4 million barrels daily before the
Karbala and Najaf are among the
war erupted on Sept. 22.
greatest shrines of Shiite Moslems, the
Saudi Arabia, the world's'biggest oil.
sect that rules Iran. The messages from
exporter, already has indicated it will
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, Iran's
boost production to help make up any
revolutionary leader and Shiite Moslem
shortfall, and Dr. Humberto Calderon
patriarch, were aimed stirring a revolt
Berti of Venezuela, a former OPEC
by Iraqi Shiites who are a majority in a
president, said the entire world oil
country ruled by Sunni Moslems.
cartel probably will follow suit.
Although both Iran and Iraq are
In a speech Friday-night' in- Tulsa-,
Moslem nations, most Iraqis are Arabs
Okla., Calderon Berti said OPEt's
and most Iranians are non-Arab Persecretary-general might soon offer to
sians.' In Khuzistan, however, the
mediate an end-to the Iran-Iraq war,
ethnic majority are Arabs who have
and that some OPEC members were
.,battled Khomeini 4,-,r
-prepared to increase production to preand Iraq has called on its "brothers" in,.
vent a worldwide shortage_ of_oil chatng
the prosInce to?bin the itivalarrs in their - the Conflict.
fight.
OPEC members will meet.in London
So far, there has been no confirmaOct. 14.to decide how to react to the
tion of any of the battlefield claims or
war,hesaid.
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ti) HEALTH

HOSPITAL NEWS

Body rejects foreign cells

Adults 162
Nursery 6
9 -30--80

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
TwoDEAR DR. LAMB
and-a-half years ago I was
operated on for cancer of the
colon* I take all my follow-up
tests and everything is going
film. Only one thing bothers
me. Can I pick up live cancer
cells from the proctoscope or
the barium enema nozzle?
Maybe you can put my mind
at ease.
DEAR READER - Consider yourself put at ease. Even
if you had a cancer cell that
survived cleaning of the
instruments before you had a
proctoscope or barium
enema, such cells would not
be able to attach themselves
to your colon or cause you a

Locker, baby boy ( Libby(,
Rt. 9, Benton.
Harrison, baby girl (Cresti
Rt. 1 Box 116B,Ahno.
Miller, baby boy (Stacey),
Box 57, Hazel. Mason, baby girl !Metz',
Rt. 7, Mayfield'.
DISMISSALS
Alex Pokfey, Rt. 2, Box 254,
Benton; Mrs. Hazel I., Ahart.
749 Riley Court, Murray; Mrs.
Janie C. Clark and baby girl.
Box 133, Sedalia; Mrs. Janet
L. Bourne and baby girl, 1115
Circarama, Murray; Mrs.
Phyllis J. McMillin and baby'
girl, Box 577, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Ethel Mae Paschall,
Ht. -1, Hazelt. Mrs. Paula 0.
Hall, Box 563. Cadiz; Joshua
P. Huey, 914 North 16th
Streeet, Murray. Jason
Crowell, Rt. 1, Box 463, Symsonia; Gary W. Ahart, Ht. 1,
Box 160A, Almo; Mrs. Arih N.
Harmon,Rt. 1, Box 68, Almo.
Michael Darren Paschall,
Rt. 1, Box 21B, Almo; John G.
Jones, 104 Park Drive, Murray: Gebra Green, Rt. 2, Box •
I45A, Murray; Timothy I,.
Barnhill, Rt. 3, Box 239, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Peggy R. Tharpe,
-1104 Depot, Paris, Tenn.
. Mrs'. Elizabeth E. Rogers,
Rt. EL Box 74, Murray; Mrs.
Opal M. Fulton, 1001 W. Main,
Murray; Lyman A. Pearson,
CH 133, Hamlin; Flavil M.
Pendergrass. Rt. 1, Farmington; Harley E. Craig, Rt. 2,
.. Hazel.

F.

RITA FUMING, R.N., an assistant professor of nursing at
Murray State University teaches the prepared childbirth
classes available to couples at the university. Above,
Fleming shows how to measure a child's head to see if it
is developing properly.

IT'S A GIRL!- Through some of the modern, innovative
policies in maternity care at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Mark and Joni Mathis, Benton, were able to
share in the birth of their daughter, Amanda Ruth, on
Sept. 26. Mathis works in purchasing at MCCH.

problem.
In the first place, the normal human body tends to
reject any foreign cell. This is
part of the principle of some
forms of cancer treatment, to
improve the body's ability to
reject the abnormal cells that
your own body forms. In the
second place, the lining of the
digestive tract, including the
colon, sheds and is replaced at
regular intervals
Fortunately, it usually
takes quite a number of cancer cells that your own body
has produced to lodge in some
distant location and really
start a new cancer To give
you more information about
cancers, I'm sending you The

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Health Letter number 14-8.
Cancer A Fact' of Life Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
Cancer of the colon is one of
the most frequent cancers in
both men and women. Sufficiently frequent and adequate
examinations often lead to
they're
early detection.
detected early enough, they
can be completely cured. Its
the same story we see over
and over with most cancers.
Early detection is extremely
importatit and may be life
saving. You'll read more
about this in The Health Letter I'm sending you.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
husband has had heart trouble
for 10 years. Six months ago
he had open heart surgery
with two bypasses. Four
months ago he had a lip shave
because of a lesion on his lip.
It was not malignant. Now
after five months of not smoking he's started again. He is 53
and has smoked for 40 years.
I'm absolutely hysterical over
his smoking. Won't it clog the
veins up again? Neither the
cardiologists or the plastic
surgeon told him not to
smoke.

FOR SUNDAY,OCTOBERS, 1980
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If HOSI)alflone. A time to relax and
recharge both energy and
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(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) er41
A work project could lead to SCORPIO
labor and delivery. He serves formed about the various a romantic introduction. (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 111,
to couples during childbirth.
By Tom Powell
You'll have success now
Spending time with friends
The Murray-Calloway Coun-• not as a spectator, but as an stages of labor and delivery.
Fathers dressed in green
PerDEAR READER
The father has become an through your enterprising and. loved 'ones is quite ensurgical uniforms have ty Hospital has a modern active participant in the birth
Seek a new opportunity. joyable now. You're popular haps neither the cardiologists
become a familiar sight in the obstetrics department with of the couple's child. He helps asset to the doctor during spirit.
he
thought
surgeon
plastic
or
TAURUS
and your enthusiasm is condelivery rooms at the Murray- four private labor rooms and the mother with controlled delivery. His presence and
would be foolish enough to
to
20)
20
invitations.
May
Accept
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tagious.
discomforts,
labor
coach
mother's
breathing,
the
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work
After
Calloway County Hospital. two deliyery rooms.
resume the habit. A coronary
The accent is on romance SAGITTARIUS
bypass operation to bypass
Five years ago, this would completing the prepared and coaches her during the relieves many of the fears and
to
out
Going
good
72
times.
and
'I
Dec.
Nov.
(
to
21)
by
experience.
experienced
birth
often
anxieties
blocked arteries of the heart
have been an impossible sight, childbirth classes offered at
in order.
is
imspecial
to
lead
someplace
could
life
Social
Junot cure the disease. All
in
does
started
childbirth.
service
A new
women during
but through the •expansion of Murray State University,
Permanent ties are favored.
portant business connections. it does is enable a way for the
physician fathers are allowed, with the ly , 1979, known as rooming-in, Most fathers become so GEMINI
and
hospital
Save time for yourself though circulation to be passed
allows the mother to keep her engrossed in the miracle of
policies, this is only one of the permission of the doctor, to
(May 21 to June 20)
in the p.m. when you'll come around the blocked arteries to
newborn in the room from 9:30 birth, they rarely faint.
innovativr) practices available stay with the mother during
the rest of the heart muscle.
You'll enjoy home life now. up with new insights.
a.m. to 10 p.m. This program
The Lamaze technique Invite others to a party. Even- CAPRICORN
The fundamental disease is
10 especially helpful for first classes are taught in Mason ing brings inspiration about a (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
fatty-cholesterol deposits in
time mothers, according to Hall on the Murray State work project. Act on it.
arteries. The disease will
the
Travel should be pleasant.
Dana Bazzell, R.N., head University campus. The CANCER
Social life and cultural pur- continue and will involve the
nurse ig maternal neonatal course consists of four, two- (June 21 to July 22
suits also bring satisfaction. bypassed graft unless a perunit. It allows the mother to hour classes. They include a
Short trips and visits have Romancv too is part of your son significantly alters his life
style. The people who do well
possibilities. agenda.
feed, diaper, and care for her hospital tour of the labor ancr romantic
after such an operation are
bring
should
work
Creative
of
couples
child under the supervision
AQUARIUS
delivery rooms. The
WASHINGTON I AP) Two
those who get their weight
Contacts
satisfaction.
to
special
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
trained professionals.
are given an opportunity
mothers whose children were
down, stay on an appropriate
A social event could lead to diet and don't smoke, in other
The rooming-in program meet some of the staff they with children can be fun.
killed or seriously injured in
enterBe
LEO
contacts.
business
words, the things they should
allows the father greater ac- will be working with during
traffic accidents involving
(July 23 to Aug 22)
prising and make the most of a have done to prevent heart
cess to his wife and child. The the delivery.
drunk ,drivers have joined
trouble in the first place. ,
Buy something decorative day that promises success.
By Abigail Van Buren
father can stay with his family
"The thing I stress is
several congressmen in callfor the home. Your common PISCES
Cigarette smoking has sevFlemparand
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wishes
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penalties
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The accent is on love and contribute to -the risk of havOver the past few years, necessarily natural childbirth,
Candy Lightner of Fair
tours favored.
togetherness. Commitments ing a heart attack. One of
to
have
changed
to
policy
has
hospital
way
one
is
that
though
clumping
Oaks, Calif., who organized
VIRGO
may be considered. Enjoy these effects is the
of the platelets, small cells in
include the father in labor, a baby.
Mothers Against Drunk
(Aug.23toSept. 22)
theater, movies,concerts.
this proand
bloodstream,
the
post
parttun
delivery and
"Having a baby is a success,
Drivers when her 13-year-old
DEAR ABBY: Six months ago I met a lovely gentleman
You'll want to spend some
cess contributes to the formaevents. Once fathers were bar- regardless of how you have special moments alone with a
YOU BORN TODAY have a tion of a clot. If your husband
daughter was killed in a trafwhile traveling with a tour group through Europe. He is 65
red from the room every time it," Fleming said.
and I am 63. I've been a widow fora number of years, and he
fic accident, said Wednesday
loved one. Creative energy is way with people and would can quit for five months,
lost his wife a year ago.
the baby was present. Later,
In the classes, Fleming high and judgment percep- succeed in selling, advertis- there's no reason for him to
that President Carter should
consequently
so
together,
spent
Allourwaking hours were
ing, and public relations.
the policy was modified to alerts the couples to the tive.
smoke at all.
creata.:a special commission
We came to know each other very Well during those months.
allow him in the room for the 9 possibility of a caesarian secto find ways to get drunk
We discovered that we had just about everything in common
p.m. feeding. Now, the time tion, where the baby is removdrivers off the road.
and loved being together.
to where ed from the womb,surgically.
.Cinch Lamb of Mt. Airy,
Neither of us believes in a "spend-the-night" relationship, has been increased
the father can be present at all
"We're saving many babies
Md., told reporters her 16- yet the chemistry between us is unmistakably electric. So
feedings.
that way who perhaps would
month-old daughter, Laura, what do I do with a man who says he loves me, but prefaces
every remark about marriage with a "maybe, someday,
was paralyzed when their car
If rooming-in is used, all not be healthy otherwise,"
I
was hit by a driver who was when and if'?
visitors are excluded (fathers Fleming said. "That's why
Abby, I care deeply for this man and he says he loves me,
say having a baby is a success
drunk, had no driver's license
visitors).
considered
not
are
yet here we are, two lonely people with Si) much to give each
I
and no insurance.
The facilities in the maternity no matter howit's delivered.
other, while I'm in my house, and he's in his.
ward - are limited, and don't want anyone to feel guilHis concern with the calendar and making sure a proper
sometimes two mothers must ty if they don't deliver in the
length of time elapses before he remarnes astonishes me.
share the same room with manner they had planned."
How many years does he need? And how much time do we
The classes also prepare
have left?
their babies. Only during
Sometimes I think I'm wasting my time on this "sometimes of low patient popula- couples for aspects of birth
Robert
day" man, and I should try to make a new life for lnyself
tion in the ward are mothers such as what the baby will
Redford
while ETI1 still attractive enough to find someone who could
allowed to have privatz look like after birth. Many
fill this lonely void in my life. What 4o you suggest?
anxieties are avoided when a
rooms.
BAKE
RU
13
LIVING ON PROMISES
couple knows the redness and
-Most of these innovations
Cannel Or• 753-3314
swelling will' disappear in a
DEAR LIVING: Come Thanksgiving, talk turkey
are a result of patient educafew days. Also, mothers are
and let him know that all you want for Christmas is a
tion gained through the
warned to expect post partum
little gold ring. And if this man who says he "loves"
Lamaze methods taught in the
blues after birth, and informyou isn't ready to make a commitment, tell him it was
classes.
childbirth
prepared
ed a good night's sleep is a luxnice knowing him - then hook another tour.
The classes were started in
ryusewith a newborn in the
ho
u
Murray by Linda Clark, R.N.,
DA NGF RF IF,
as.
assistant
an
was
she
while
T
,
Caddyshack P
A new aspect of chndbirth r51.
is
Murwho
man
a
to
at
married
professor of nursing
DEAR ABBY: I'm 28, recently
permitted at the - hospital is
OK,so there is a rather "ugly"(to some people)story behind
ray Stat2 University. Clark
bonding. Couples are allowed
for him two years ago. We fell in love. He
work
to
went
I
this.
estimates some 750 couples
Thru Thur.
to hold and caress their child
was married, but I did not break up his marriage. It was a
have completed the program
shortly after brith. Mothers
marriage in name only for several years, but he saw no
II 20, 9:15 r- 2 00Sat
during the last four years.
can feed their babies anytime
reason to get a divorce until after he met me. I will give him
the
at
post
her
left
Clark
Robert Blake
credit for being honest. He didn't ask me to sneak around
after an initial water feeding,
Dylan( sonon
university in August to attend
and see him for an hour in hotel'rooms. He simply told his
instead of waiting for specific
ProNurse-Midwifery
the
6
4
was
it.
that
her
and
off,
paid
freedom,
his
wife he wanted
feeding times.
oAST TO CoAST
w gram at the University of
The day his divorce was final we were married.
Research indicates having
So what's my problem"' He has a 24-year-old daughter
Mississippi Medical School,
one primary caretaker in the
who hates my guts. This little snip calls me "Mom" every
Jackson, Miss.
first 10 days of life, rather
4th WeLlt Ends Thor
chance she gets when others are present. Abby, I am only
Rita Fleming, R.N., an than multiple caretakers as in
four years oldeo than she, and she calls me "Mom" just to
-0, .1 20 - 2 00 Silt., S1111
assistant professor of nursing a nursery, has a stabilizing efmake me seem older. I find this very irritating.
at MSU is now teaching the fect on infants. Bonding allows
['V like your opinion.
IRKED
childbirth classes. Fleming is parents to hold, bathe, soothe,
a graduate of MSU, and holds cuddle and diaper their baby
DEAR IRKED: If I were you. I'd settle for "Mom."
a master's degree in nursing before it is taken home.
from Vanderbilt University,
The era of general
•••
Nashville, Tenn. She has also anesthetic is over when the
Now's the time to make your home a fortress against
nursery
worked in the MCCH
mother was unconcious during
Titre Three 10/16
DEAR ABBY: A young couple, who became my neighbors
units
winter's icy wind and zero temperatures.
and in different nursing
experience.
birth
the
10.9 05 • 2 00 Sat Sun
last year, have asked me to be the godmother of the child
hospital.
the
at
in
widow
childless
a
am
II
day
a
months.
was
it
three
First, make sure you have enough insulation. You need at
in
Sometimes,
they expect
Genre Burns
"I know Lamaze works," before she could see her baby.
slightly better than moderate circumstances.) At first I was
R-19 value insulation (a 6-inch fiberglass batt or equivaleast
Fleming said. "I have three The nagging thought in the
flattered, then I asked them exactly what a godmother was
expected to do.
lent) in your attic and R-11 value (a 31 '2-inch batt) under your
children and I used the back of the mother's mind
I was told that she usually at-arts-a bank account for the
Lamaze techniques all three was, "Is this my baby?" Seefloor.
godchild and keeps adding to it until the child is ready for
times."
Chestnut Se •753-3314
ing and holding the child imThen you need either storm doors and windows or
college. Also, she remembers the godchild with gifts on his
The Lamaze method takes mediately after brith erases
birthday, confirmation, Christmas, Easter and all gift.
sheets of plastic tacked up outside your windows.
Leto Show Tonite
inexpensive
its name fronir the French this fear.
giving occasions. All the emphasis was placed on money
Chen 2 11 30
remember
to
caulk and weatherstrip all outside door and
reminder
a
in
Finally,
was
me
enroll
to
irked
wishing
what
hut
Dr.
gifts,
Fernand
and
Anyone
obstetrician,
Richert, Pryor
will!
my
in.
godchild
my
should
classes
Lamaze
became
Dr.
Lamaze.
Lamaze
the
CONCERT
IN
window frames, sealing up every crack.
I may have done this on my own, but to be told that it was
interested in the use of contact their physician. Flemme.
Now you're ready for a long siege of winter cold at less
"expected" didn't set too well with
'hert3 11 40
psychoprophylazis (mind ing recommends couples to
I have already been more than generous with gifts and
_
Ant* igNortsionnowl to
six
about
cost.
preventiotrt- after observing begin the classes
favors for the young couple and would probably have done
It or over only your home ask us for a
in 1951. After eight weeks before the baby is
Russia
its
in
use
winterizing
on
information
more
For
was
I
this
chosen
for
though
as
feel
I
hut
child,
the
for
.so
modification, he began train- to be born.
List.
"honor" for mercenary reasons.
Check
free copy of Home Winterizing
ing his patients. He brought
With the new innovations at
Now that I have agreed but have changed my mind, how
his ideas to the U.S. in 1959, the Murray-Calloway County
do I graciously get out of it without causing hard feelings?
RECONSIDERED
but they were 'net' widely Hospital, having a baby is
,
defipifety a twethcrrit..,' afknown until the late 1960's.
that
can't
I
guarantee
M
DEAR RECONFIInERE
The concept is now widely fair. Father, mother, 'Aid
hut
the
to
hest
feelings."
way
"hard
no
be
there will
accepted. Hospital personnel baby are now more equal parget out of it it to tell them that you have reconsidered,
Murray Mayfield
and doctors prefer patients ticipants in the birth ex4 Carload Tu.
and Wink they should "honor" someone they have
who are cooperative and in- perience.
01 wroy 121 S •753:3314
known longer,
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

Fathers Now A Part Of Delivery Room

T110 llothers (:4111
rg(' For Tougher
Penalties Now

(
Matt)

4.1244

No Sailing into Sunset
With 'Someday' Man
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-Events Of The Community Are Scheduled--Saturday,Oct.4
Saturday,Oct. 4 Square and round dancing
Cystic Fibrosis Walkathon
will be held at 7:30 p.m at the, will be
held at the MurrayWoodmen of the World Hall.
Calloway County Park.

mb,M.D.
number 14-8,
of Life Other
ant this issue
Ls with a long,
Idressed enVeI your request
I this newspa,51, Radio City
NY 10019.
colon is one of
nt cancers in
women Suit'. and adequate
Alen lead to
,I1,t they're
enough, they
ely cured. ICs
we see over
most cancers.
is extremely
may be life
1 read more
he Health Letyou.
LAMB - My
,d heart trouble
;ix months ago
heart surgery
passes. Four
had a lip shave
.sion on his lip.
ialignant. Now
ths of not smokI again. He is 53
Ai for 40 years.
hysterical over
won't it clog the
n? Neither the
or the plastic
him not to

Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.

Exhibition of African
Heritage and posters of Julius
Friedman and Nathan Felde
are at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State, and will continue through Oct. 15.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will observe Past Masters
Night at the lodge hall. A
potluck supper will be served
at 6:30 p.m. with the lodge to
open at 7:30 p.m.

children's Art Workshop
will be held from 9 to 11 a.m.
on the Fourth Floor, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. For information call Dr.
Jim Stickler.
Exhibition_ by Valerie
Aslakson, Paducah, is now at
the Clara M. Gallery, Fine
Arts Center, Murray State,
and will continue through Oct.
12.

Country ham breakfast will
be served from 6 a.m. to 12
noon at the Legion Hall, sponsored by the American Legion
Post 73. Cost will be $3 per person.

Children, grandchildren,
and other relatives and
friends of the late Mrs. Nora
Parker who lived at 613 Ellis
Drive, Murray, for several
years, met at the Ellis Community Center on Sunday,
Sept. 21, for their annual reu-

Business meeting of the
Barnett Cemetery will be held
with a country meal to be
served.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR-MONDAY,OCTOBER 6, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- VIRGO
row be? To find out what the (Aug.23 to Sept. 22) nP t
'L
stars say, read the forecast
Physical activity could
given for your birth Sign.
- lighten the intellectual load at
the moment. Too much inARIES
trospection can blur the true
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 4198
/1 picture.
A full and productive day on LIBRA
the job brings you a sense of (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
well-being and accomplishThough you'll do some
ment. Avoid distracting in- socializing now, your best acfluences.
complishments will come
TAURUS
when by yourself Avoid
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
gossip and distrust hunches.
Work on a creative project SCORPIO
should prove rewarding. (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Uncertainty about your
An old friend is a help to you
romantic feelings will clear up businesswise. Avoid lending
by day's end.
or borrowing money. Expect a
GEMINI
busy day of socializing with
(May 21 to June 20)
others.
Invite an old friend to your SAGITTARIUS
house. Home entertainments (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
or ' home improvement proCareer interests are acjects should go well. Add that cented favorably, but avoid
decorative touch!
grandiose schemes. Mixing
CANCER
business with pleasure has its
(June 21 to July 22) 49
.0
advantages-now.
Write letters to nuttily- CAPRICORN
members. Stay in touch with (Dec.?Ito Jan. 19) v4J
kin. Evening is favored for goMeetings with publishers,
ing out to someplace new? Use lawyers and school officials
concentration
extra
on the job. are favored. Seek advice on
LEO
important career matters. En(July 23 to Aug.22)
joy new interests.
A day of reflection is in- AQUARIUS
dicated to sort out conflicting (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
elements that may be disturbA good time to seek a loan,
ing you in career or personal but keep expectations within
life.
reasonable limits. The p.m.
brings new business ideas or
openings.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You're in love, but don't
forget to attend to important
Subscribers who have not career matters. You needn't
received their home-delivered lose your ambition. Partners
copy of The Murray ledger 8 limes by bring luck.
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
YOU BORN TODAY work
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged well with groups and are often
to call 7511916 between 530 do. found in businesses allied with
and 6 p.m., Monday Ihrongh Friday, or the arts. A natural critic of
330 p.m. and 1 p.m. Saturdays.
society and its values, you'd
A circulation department em- make a good critic,
ployee is on duty during these psychologist or teacher. At
time periods to insure delivery times, you can be indecisive,
of your newspoper. Calls must which a good education in the
be placed by 6 p.m weekdays or- fiela of your choice would help
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee you overcome. The creative
delive(y.
world is your natural milieu,
The regular blisiness office and you'd have success in achours of The Murray Ledger 8 limit. ting, painting, music, art, danare I 4.111. to 5 p m.. Monday cing, design and literature.
through Friday and 8 a.m. to noon.
Birthdate of: Carole LomSaturdays.
bard, actress.
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Sunday,Oct. 5
Square dance lessons by
Murray Squar-A-Naders will
start at 1:30 p.m. at Gleason
Hall, North 12th and Payne
Streets. For information call
753-3215 or 753-0814.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Eagles at
L131. at 1 p.m. apd Hunters in
the Sky at 2 p.m., both at
Center Station.
Voice recital by Lisa Slater,
Monday,Oct.6
soprano, Fairview Heights,
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Ill., will be at 2 p.m. at the and
Accepted Masons will
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
observe Past Masters Night
Center, Murray State.
with a potluck dinner at 6:30
Scramble Golf Tournament p.m and meeting at 7:30 p.m.
will be at 1 p.m. at the Oaks at the lodge halt
Country Club with a wiener
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
roast and bonfire to follow.
meet at the home of Mrs. A. C.
La Follette at 730 p.m. for the
Annual Farris Reunion will
annual stitching and stirring
be held at the Ellis Communiprogram.
ty Center with lunch at 1 p.m.
Saturday,Oet. 4
Jackson
Purchase
Historical Society will 'tour
Monroe County, Miss. The bus
will be at the Murray Bus Station at 6 - 20 a.m.
Sunday,Oct. 5
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church Men
will meet at 8 a.m. at the
church for a breakfast.

An open horse show, sponsored by the Hardin Riding
Club, will be at 6 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Exposition
Center. Admission will be $1
per person.
grayer Breakfast will be
held at 8 a.m. at the Triangle
Inn by the Full Gospel
Business Men's Fellowship.
All interested persons are invited.

Reunion Of Family Of
Mrs. Nora Parker Held

Members of the Knights of
Columbus will be selling tootsie rolls in front of stores and
on street corners in the city for
the benefit of the Mentally
Retarded and Handicapped.

ADER - Perhe cardiologists
geon thought he
ilish enough to
ibit. A coronary
.tion to bypass
ies of the heart
the disease. All
ile a way for the
to be passed
)cked arteries to
heart muscle.
aental disease is
rot deposits in
The disease will
will involve the
ft unless a pertly alters his life
vie who do well
n operation are
et their weight
a an appropriate
t smoke, in other
lings they should
o prevent heart
first place.
;making has sevnt actions that
-the risk of havattack. One of
is the clumping
As, small cells in
am, and this proAes to the formIf your husband
ir five months,
!ason for him to

Saturday,Oct. 4
Events in the Land Between
the Lakes will include Nall
Hike Day from 7 to 10 a.m. at
Fort Henry Trails parking lot;
Dollars For Wildlife at 2 p.m.,
Managing Land For Wildlife
at 3 p.m., and Night Visual at
6:30 p.m., all at Center Station.

MAT FIELD

9-28-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
McCuiston, baby bo5( (Donna I, Box 1063, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Kimberly Ann Davis, 113
Windridge, Winchester; Mrs.
Kathy A. Mohler and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Alma; Mrs.
Patricia Sue Page and baby

Singles Unlimited will meet
at Denean's at the Holiday Inn
at 7 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at
the Murray Country Club
should be made today with
Jean Lindsey.
Bloodmobile from Paducah
will be at Beshear Gym, Student Center, Murray State,
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Front Porch Swing, female
barber shop group, will meat
at 7 p.m. at the library of the
First Christian Church.

Monday,Oct.
Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church. Each one
should bring camera and
tripods for a shooting session
Youth Prayer Breakfast will
be held at 7:30 a.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church.
Douglas Center will be open
-from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at Hazel Center with
lunch at 1145 a.m.
Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 11:30 am.at the club house.
Olga Hampton WMU of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the church at 7
p.m.
' First Baptist Church
Women's Groups will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Katie Outland at 7 p.m. and
Kathleen Jones with Leone
Travis at 7:15 p.m.

Mon.
William A. Parker of St.
Louis, Mo., asked the blessing
before the noon meal was
served.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Napoleon Parker; Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Parker,
Henderson, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. William A. Parker, St.
Louis, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Ofus
Outland; Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Bucy; Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Winchester; Mr. and Mrs.
Wilburn Clayton, Buchanan.
Tenn.; Mrs. Eva Parker
Canon; Mrs. Mary Swader
and Mrs. Fern Overton,
Eldorado, Ill.; Mrs. Jane
Sturgill, Wood River, Ill.; Mr.
and Mrs. Hoyt Wyatt and son,
Barry; Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Clayton and Cindy, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Cathy Lowe and
Kyle, Puryear, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Garland; Randall Winchester; Hal Banks;
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Winchester
and sons, Robert, Scott, and
Paul; Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Gibson; Mr.and Mrs. Kenneth
Parker and Kevin, Mayfield.
Mrs. Sturgill is a niece of the
late Mrs Nora Parker and
Mrs. Mary Swader and Mrs.
Ofus Outland were school girl
friends in Eldorado, Ill., 70
years ago.

9-27-80
.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
McMillin, baby
girl
(Phyllis), Box 577, Paris,
Tenn.
Bourne, baby girl (Janet t,
1115 Circarama, Murray.
DISMISSALS
David V. Jennings, Rt. 2,
Fredonia; Mrs. Donna F.
Scott, 95 Riviera, Murray;
William D. Sherman, Box 43,
New Concord; Christopher L.
Cox, Rt. 5, 121 Apts., Murray;
Rebecca J. Mifflin, Regents
Hall, Murray.
David M. Rhodes, 1309
Poplar, Murray; Dywane
Thorn, Rt. 8, Box 38A, Murray; Mrs. Gail P. Richardson,
710 McCampbell, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Yvonne M.
GOSSarn, Rt. 1, Box 220B,
Gilbertsville; Mrs. Deborah J.
Adams,1309 Hilltop, Mayfield.
Mrs. Christina F. Adesanya,
906 College Courts, Murray;
Charles C. Dillon, 1709
Johnson, Murray; Mrs. Clovis
R. Jones, Rt. 4, Box 190, Murray; Justin M. Holland, Rt. 1,
Camden, Tenn.; Melissa A.
Paschall, Rt. 2, Box 162,
Puryear, Tenn.
Toni L Goff, Rt. 3, Box 1017,
Murray; Melissa D. Hill, Rt. 3,
Box 1019, Murray; Mrs. Martha L. Scott, 401 Ash, Murray;
William T. McGehee, 408"2
North First, Murray; Mrs.
Odie Mae Gallirnore, Box 63,
Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Hattie A. Bailey, 507
North First, Murray; Mrs.
Rubye C. Morris, Rt. 3, Box
130, Murray; William H,
Hayes, Rt. 6, Box 265, Murray; Robert D. McKinney, Rt.
1, Dexter; Mrs. Gretchen G.
Oliver, Rt. 1, Wingo.
Mrs. Estell McKinney,Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Aggwiller
Cravens, Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Minnie A.
Harper, Rt. 1, Box 13, Clinton;
Mrs. Johnnie N. Jourden, Rt.
7, Murray; Carlos M.
Ferguson (expired) Rt. 2,
Puryear,Term.

Monday,Oct.
Northside Baptist Church
Women - will meet at 7 p.m. at
the home of Janice Graham:.

Recovery Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.

YARDS OF THE MONTH - The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club
has announced the winners of the Yards of the Month for September. In the top photo
is the winner of the Residential yard of the month - Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Morganti,
2218 Gatesborough, Murray, who maintain their own yard. In the bottom photo is the
winner of the Business yard of the month - the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home, Third and
Maple Streets, Murray, whose yard is maintained by Carney Andrus.

Calloway County Retired
Teachers will meet at 1:30
p.m. at the Ellis Community
Center.
Murray Middle School 170
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
school.
Free blood pressure check
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
at the Seventh-Day Adventist
Church, Sycamore and South
15th Streets.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center.

girl, Box 2486 University Station, Murray; Mrs. Sharon
Kay Ruggles, Rt. 7, Benton.
Mrs. Mary 'Steele, 1713
Wiswell, Murray; Frank C.
Murray, Rt. 7, Box 570, Murray; Mrs. Lorene Gust, Rt. 1,
Box 180, Hazel; Roy M.
Walker, Rt. 4, Box 221,
Camden, Tenn.; Curtis D.
Wedhorn, 55 Hales Trailer
Court, Moray.
William E. Harvey, 1507
Johnson, Murray; Mrs. Willie
J. Melugin, Rt. 7, Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy L. Brandon, Rt.
4, Box 220, Murray; Aaron G.
Moody, Rt. 8, Box 920, Murray; Cecil A. Jackson, Rt. 2,
box 146, Buchanan,Tenn.

9-29-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs Nancy L. Heathcott and
baby girl, ,11.. 2, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Mrs. Christie A. Henson and baby boy, Rt. 3, Box
49, Mayfield; Mrs. Joni R.
Mathis and baby girl, Rt. 3,
Benton; Mrs. Alida S. Graves
and baby boy, 1709 Audubon,
Murray. Mrs. Deborah J. Smith and
baby girl, 190813 Westwood,
Murray; Troy M. Wellenstein,
Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Matguerite Anne Ray, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; Jeffrey
Waters, 1397 JohnSon, Murray; Edward A. Hamlet, Rt. 5,
Box 266, Benton.
Rhonda L. Eldridge, 510
North Seventh, Muroy; Glen
D. Bell, Rt. 1, Box 84, Almo;
Kathleen Rogers, Rt. 4,
Princeton; Robert Kirks, F3
Southside Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Bessie K. Branam, Rt. 7.
-Mayfield.
Claud Thorn, Rt. 1, Box 82,
Alma; Willard R. Hawkins,
Mills Manor, Mayfield; James
R. Rhoades, Rt. I, Box 456,
Murray; Mrs. Fronie M.
Miles, 622 Ellis, Murray; Jake
Niccurn, Ill 5, Box 475, Murray.
'

"

reroN PATIENT
Cecil Warren of Hardin was
dismissed Sept. 23 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

••••••••••••••11.••••••

Tuesday,Oct. 7
Blotxlmobtle will be at
Beshear Gym,Student Center,
Murray State,from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet in the
church library at 2 p.m. with
Mary Parks, Vera Farris, and
Mary Force as hostesses.
Sarah Van Meter will give the
program and Lenore Moore
will give the devotion
Workshop in oil painting will
be from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.
Makin' Molasses will be
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
Empire Point, Land Between
the Lakes.
Senior Citizens groups will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Douglas Center and Hazel
Center,from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center, and at 9:30.
a.m, at the Dexter Center.
Bea Walker Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Paul Mansfield.
The First Baptist Church
WMU will hold its general
meeting at 9:30 a.m, at the
church.
Churchwide breakfast of the
Memorial'Baptist Church will
be at 8:30 a.m. at the Boston
Tea Party.
Women of St. Leo's Catholic
Church will meet at 1 p.m. at
the Parish Hall.
First United Methodiat
Church Women will meet at-13
a.m, at the church to go to
Eteelfoot Lake. For those not
going a bazaar workshop will
beheld. .
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the clubhouse.

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the.church
building.

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.

Parents Anonymous will
meet at b:30 p.m, For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Ordinance Changed

Carter School PTA will meet
at7 p.m.at the school.

VERO BEACH,Fla.(AP)- the First Christian Church.
City councilmen in Vero The ordinance put crosses in
Beach plan to rewrite a sign the same class with the golden
ordinance that forced a arches- of McDonald's
church to take down a cross. restaurants because they
Meanwhile, officials have "advertise what is going on inordered that the law not be en- side."'
forced.
City Council decided to
The city ordered last year
rewrite the ordinance at a
that a cross be removed from
meeting Tuesday night.

Calloway County Band
Boasters will meet at 6:30
p.m. at the high school
cafeteria for a potluck supper.

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West 'Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

THE ACESTRA G CORN, JR
"Sorrow is good for nothing but sin." -- Thomas
Fuller.
Declarer was sorry about
losing today's odds-on slam,
but he failed to realize that
he was also guilty of sin.
Declarer ruffed the opening spade and lead and drew
trumps in three rounds. The
top clubs came next and.
when East discarded, a club
was surrendered to West
West continued with
another spade that declarer
ruffed, but now the unlucky
4-1 club break left it all up
to the diamond suit. The diamond finesse lost to East's
I queen and the slam was
down one trick.
"I could have made the
slam easily if the clubs had
been 3-2 Lacking that. I
still had a chance for the
diamond finesse. I make
that just about an 85 percent chance. It was rather
unlucky, wouldn't you say.
partner?"
"You were unlucky," was
the curt reply "But you
could have made your own
luck The slam was cold if
you had chosen the best line
of play."
Here's what North meant:
Declarer didn't really
need a 3-2 club break to
make the slam He could
have survived the 4-1 break
via a ducking pla3i
• After' rutting- the first
spade and drawing trumps.
declarer should play one
high club to confirm that
clubs are not 5-0 and duck a
club.
West wins anrr-eturns a
spade, but now dir,l/arer has an added entry to establish
the club suit A club is led to
dummy's . remaining high

NORTH

10-4-A

Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the homeof
Denecia Lovins at 7 p.m.
Windvoice, composed of
Doug and Don Holmes,
Florida, will be featured in a
Christian concert at 7 p.m. at
the Maranatha Christian
Center, 200 North 15th Street.
This is free and open to the
public.

NORTH POLE?
The geographic location of
the North Pole is as difficult to
pinpoint as it is to reach. It lies
amid a grinding jun ble of
pack-ice that is constantly
shifting in the Arctic Ocean.
An ice formation that identifies the Pole one week may
have floated a mile away by
the next week. Instruments
are the only means of locating
the Pole exactly.

•10 4 3
•92
•A J 7
•A K 8 4 3
WEST
*Q 7 2
118 6 3
•10 4 3
•(4.197

EAST
•AKJ9865
•4
•Q 9 8 5
•10

SOVTH
•- - •A K QJ 10 7
•K 6 2
4652

Vulnerable Fast-West
Dealer South The biddingSouth
1•
3
4V
S.

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
2•
4,
5•
Pass

East
2•
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Spade deuce
club and a club ruff sets up
dummy's fifth club
Now the diamond finesse
becomes unneeessary and
declarer has his 12 tricks

Bid with Cora

South holds

10-4-.B

•A K J9(65

'4
•Q905

'is
South

ANSWER: One spade. Too
strong for a pre-empt of three
spades and a bit risky to gamble on a four spade opening
-- Send bridge questiom to The Aces.
PO Ron 12363-Hallam. Texas 73225. '
with self addressed stamped envelope
for replv

WE
MAKE
HOUSE CALLS.
We'll come over and give advice on what to do to
stop energy waste at your house This is a free home
energy survey we're offenng to anyone who requests it.
A trained energy advisor will come to your home and
do a thorough inspection; then he'll advise you on
specific things you can do to stop energy waste.
You may be eligible for an interest-free loan to
improve your attic insulation. And have up to 36
months to repay.
Call oi stop by our office today-to request our free
house call.

Murray Electric
System

753-5312

401 Olive
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-NorrtuirfaiiMnsbie

Blessed is the man that trusteth in the
Lord, and whose hope the Lord is. —
Jeremiah 17:7.

Letter To The Editor

Happy is the man who has learned to
trust God, for this life and for eternity.

Comments(hi Hospital's Plans
To The Editor :
A few years ago the people of Murray
and Calloway County were asked to
vote on a tax referendum. The tax
money, if the referendum passed,
would be used for the construction of a
new hospital.
The people of the city and county
responded with flying colors. The
referendum was passed. The very ruce
hospital we now have is the end result of
the passing of that referendum, along
with a sizable grant from Hill-Burton
( also tax money I.
I am enclosing a copy of a letter (see
below) sent to each patient now in the
intermediate care beck in which they
are told of plans to do away with this
facility. This move is not supposed to
take place until late March, 1981.
However, right now, as you are reading
this letter, the Hospital Administrator
is planning to get rid of twenty elderly
and sick patients who have no other
place in this area to go. Can you believe
this? Well, it's true.
The facility at the hospital has two
types of care. One type is intermediate
care; the other is skilled care. It is the
intermediate care they don't want. You
see, the majority of these patients are
on Medicaid; and Medicaid won't pay
as much money per day for the care of
these patients as they will pay for skilled care patients. The administrator
claims they are losing money on these
intermediate care patients. In a
telephone conversation with one of the
hospital board members, I asked him
how a privately owned rest home, such
as West View, could make money caring for intermediate care patients and
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
could not. His answer: "I don't know.%
Now the peo*.in the city and county
are being asked again to vote on

another tax referendum for the operation of an ambulance service. If the
referendtun is passed,.1 understand it
will bring in more than $100,000 per
year in addition to whatever the
charges for for a call. I'm for the ambulance service; it is needed badly.
But, for one hundred thousand dollars
or more per year, it seems to me that
every citizen in Murray and Calloway
County should be entitled to free ambulance service. I am undecided how I
will vote concerning the ambulance service. Think about it. How will you vote?
Sincerely,
Grant Stiles
1212Peggy Ann Drive
Letter To Patients:
At the regular meeting of the Hospital
Board of Commissioners, Administration proposed the conversion of our 20
intermediate care beds to skilled nursing beds because of the tremendous
amount of dollars lost in this unit each
year. Furthermore, the intermediate
care facility is not compatible to the
hospital setting because cf the tremendously long length of stay of these type
patients.
I wanted to write this note to assure
you that if this conversion does occur,
we are looking at the latter part of March, 1981 before it could take place. If the
conversion is approved, we will conduct
this process in a manner which will
cause the least amount of disruption to
the patients and families involved.
We will keep you posted on the progress of the consideration of our :intermediate care unit. If you have any
questions concerning this, please do not
hesitate to contact us. Sincerely,
Stuart Poston
Administrator

WRITE A LEITER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification.. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
Interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

To(hiy In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Oct. 4, the 278th
day of 1980. There are 88 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 4, 1957, the Space Age began
when the Soviet Union put its first
spacecraft into orbit around earth.
On this date
In 1777, the British defeated
American forces in the Revolutionary
War battle of Germantown in Pennsylvania.
In 1824, the Republic of Mexico was
proclaimed.
In 1969, China announced two nuclear
weapons tests, including a hydrogen bomb explosion into the atmosphere.
In 1973, peace talks began in Northern Ireland in attempt to end five
years of conflict that had taken almost '
900 lives.
Today's birthdays: Actor Charlton
Heston is 57 years old. Author Alvin
Toffler is 52.
Thought for today: He who will not
apply the remedies must expect new
evils — Roger Bacon, English
philosopher (about 1214-1284).

Murray Ledger & Times

WASHINGTON—It is elementary that our federal government
has three branches of government—the executive, legislative
and judiciarY.
- The U.S. Supreme Cowl,of course, is the most important and
highfst court in the nation.
The impulse to make the Supreme Court a campaign issue is
particularly strong this year because of the widespread belief—
'accurate or not—that there soon will be a substantial number
of Supreme Court vacancies.
Five of the nine members of the present court—Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger and Justices William J. Brennan,Jr., Thurgood
.Makshall, Lewis F. Powell, Jr. and Harry A. Blackmun—are between 71 and 74 years old.
None is disabled, althougli'in the past five years all but Burger
have had ailments serious enough to cause them to miss at least
a couple of weeks of court hearings.
If any of the justices were to step down,their successors would
help determine the outcome of cases that involve crucial questions.
Over the -next few years, for example, the court is certain to be
asked again to resolve important constitutional questions of
school desegregation, affirmative action programs, sex discrimination, homosexual rights, national security, individual privacy,
property rights and freedom of the press.
Turning the Supreme Court into a campaign issue is something
of a tradition. It dates back to the election of 1800, when supporters of Republican Thomas Jefferson groused about the
"prostitution of the federal bench" under President John Adams .
and the Federalists.
Ever since, when the court has issued a decision or rulings
unpopular with a significant segment of the-American public,
some presidential candidate has been likely to suggest that the
court would be different if:a nir president got to name a few
new justices.
"I want you to consider very.-1carefully and seriouSly how this
nation's future will be affected by the appointment of the next
three or four justices of the Supreme Court," President Jimmy
Carter. recently was telling an -audience of black leaders. "It's
still a good court. But just think what will happen if the Republicans get another three or four appointments.'
. Ronald Reagan was giving an interview Jest mOnth to the Wail
Street Journal. "I think for a long time, we've had a number of
Supreme Court justices who, given any chance, invade the prerogative of the legislatur.
e. They legislate'rather than make judgments, and some try to rewrite the Constitution'instead of
interpreting it."
Increasingly; the campaign forces of both Carter and Reagan
are reminding voters that the winner of November's election can
appoint federal judges and thereby influence the nation's laws
and social policy for. decades.
The Democratic president's supporters sound this theme
primarily to black and liberal audiences, touching on fears that
the Supreme Court could turn back the clock on civil rights and
civil liberties.
The Republican nominee's backers, on the other hand, raise
the-issue with conservative groups—and particularly w'th those
who hope that Reagan appointees might' help outlaw abortion.
Carter's warning about "this nation's future" was delivered
to the annual convention of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People. And Reagan is the nominee of a
Republican Party that vowed in its platform to select judges
"who respect traditional family verities and the sanctity ofinnocent
human life"— words generally interpreted as a pledge to name
judges opposed to abortion.
a

Echoes From The Past

By Judy Maupin

Inquiry About The fortes Family
I've had surprisingly good luck finding items that I could use for little
money,and have even tried my hand at
selling some things at a flea market.
But the thing that interests me is the

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
While we cannot picture the grandfather who carves the turkey in the
famous Norman Rockwell illustralion
saying 'these words, they do reflect an
appraisal of life as real as Rockwell's:
One can fool life for a long time,
but t...'ot end it always makes us
what we were intended to be.
Every old man is a confession,
believe me, and if old age
is...empty, it is because the men
were themselves empty and had
managed to conceal it.
This slice of cynicism comes from,
Andre Malraux's novel Man's Fate,
originally published in 1934.
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way that certain items seem to keep
turning up at various places, evidently
being bought and sold over and over.
This even happened to me.
About the first of August, I saw a pair
of men's Wellington boots, well-worn
and "picturesque" at a yard sale in
Murray. They looked to me like they
should have been dipped in bronze and
preserved, because their soft lines
spoke of many hours of wear. Since the
price was only a quarter I bought them,
knowing full well that I had no earthly
use for them.
After I recovered my sanity, I tried to
find someone interested in them to give
them to. No luck—evidently I was the
only one to see their beauty. So, when
Susan McPherson and I decided to set
up a booth at the flea market in Paris, I
took along my 25t boots and tried to resell them and get my quarter back. Still
no luck. At the end of a very hot day, I
loaded the boots into a box along with a
few other items no one had cared to buy
and gave them to a woman who goes
regularly to flea markets, first Mondays,etc.
I thought that would be the last time I
would see the boots, but it wasn't. Last
week, while outside Kroger's, I noticed
that the car parked next to mine had its
trunk up, while a well-dressed man
from Marshall County loaded some
things into it. As I got into my car, lo
and behold, he picked up "my" boots
and put them into the trunk!
I couldn't resist asking him about the
boots, and sure enough, he had bought
them at another yard sale, but not in
Paris where I had left them. We both
had a good laugh about how far those
boots had traveled. He said he intended
to wear them around his farm, so I
guess at last they are to have a good
home.
This week I had an inquiry from Jody
Lassiter, Route 1, Dexter, Kentucky,
concerning her family. She wrotes:
"I would like you to help me find

some genealogical data on the Jones
family, and to help me find the parents
and grandparents, if you can find them,
of Thomas R. Jones.
"This is some information which I
already have, which will be of some
help to you. Thomas R. Jones, born 1805
(I can't find any month or day), died
January 8, 1878. He married Sarah Ann
Andrews December 5,1835.
"Sarah was born May 20, 1820, died
March 27, 1907. They are buried at the
Stewart Cemetery (off Highway 641
north, near Almo ). Thomas had a
brother that I know of, Onyx Jones.
"Thomas R. Jones and Sarah Ann
were ,both born in Kentucky, and their
children were Stephen, Charles A.,
Thomas P., Linn Boyd, L.P.(Bud), and
Isaac and Sarah Ann; I think this is all
of them.
I would appreciate it if you could help
me. I have always been interested in
the Jones side of my family. I am only
twelve years old, but I have been very
successful with the other sides .of my
family, but not this one. I would like.to
have this data as soon as you can get it.
Thank you."

I'm sure there are people here in
Calloway County who can help this
young genealogist in her search. It's,
good to see someone so young who is
aware of the importance of family
history and who is interested in pursuing it. Let's help her out.
Since this was a rather short inquiry,
I'm going to take the time to tell about
something that happened to me a week
or two ago that I thought was both interesting and amusing. In the last few
months, I have discovered the lure of
yard and garage sales, these local
social events in which pripple get
together and trade theif junk for someone else's.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Black and Gold Marching Band
of Murray High School, under the direction of Phil Shelton, won a superior
rating in the Marching Band Festival
held last night at Murray State University.
Deaths reported !nclude Mrs. Addle
Griffith, 87, Kelzie E. Mofield, 79, and
Mrs. Provie Jane Paschall, 79.
Lt. Col. Roy C. Starks, an Air Force
Academy Liaison officer from Murray,
has completed a brief tour of active duty at the academy near Colorado Springs, Colo.
Officers of the Student Council at the

40 Years Ago
Calloway County High School are Pete
Roney, Jimmy Lassiter, Susan Pigg,
Carla Elkins,and Danny Guy.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson and
Robert W.(Doc) Farrell werntitiated
into Alpha Psi Omega, drama fraternity at Murray State University, as
honorary members.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds lost
to Morehead State 24 to 7 in a football
game at Morehead.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre is "Patton" starring George C. Scott and Karl
Malden.

20. Years Ago
Sgt. Ted Cole, son of Tellus Cole of
Lynn Grove, has been reported killed in
action in a military airplane crash on
Sept. 19 in Agana,Guam. He was one of
78 who died in the crash.
Deaths reported include Walter R.
Smith,74.
Audrey W. Sinumnons, president of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
has urged all Murray and Calloway
County businesses to join the association.
The Murray Rescue Squad will meet

tonight at the City Hall, according to
Leroy Barntt, president.
Charlie Hale received a diamond tie
pin from the Shell Oil Company in commemoration of his 25 years' association
with the company._
,
Bill Young and Ronnie Moubray were
named as officers of the Murray State
College Democratic Club organized
Sept. 29 at the Little Chapel.
Lochie Belle Overbey has pledged
Kappa Alpha Theta sorority at the
University of Kentucky.

3() Years Ago
Charles Outland, son of Mr. and Mrs.

nige Outland of Monroe, Mch.,
formerly of Murray, has been reported
killed Sept. 18 in action in Korea.
Another son, Clifford, was electrocuted
• Sept. 2 when a model airplane he was
flying came in contact with a high tension wire.
Deaths reported include Mrs. L. C.
Cherry, 76, and Mrs. Florence Morns,
82
The Junior Chamber of Commerce
will present Layne, "The Famous
Magician," on Oct. 9 at the Murray
High School with one-half orthe tepceeds to go to the Murray High School

Band.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Eldridge Swift, Sept. 30, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lee, Sept. 30,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Wisehart,Oct. 1.
Cora Ney Hardy, Southern Baptist
missionary to Nigeria, spoke at a
meeting of the WMU of the First Baptist Church.
Murray State College Football Coach
Fred Faurot spoke at the meettog ofthe
Mayfield Rotary Club.
'.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Ann Sothern and Zachary Soott in
"Shadow On The Wall."

Over 10,000 people viewed the annual
Calloway County Fair held last
weekend here, according to Ray Treon,
general chairman of the local fair
association.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Dorothy Hubbs,25.
The Kentucky Business Education
Association will meet Oct. 5 at Murray
State Teachers College, according to
Dr. James H. Richmond,president, and
Fred M. Gingles, head of the department of commerce at MSTC.
Named as officers of the newly formed Local Tuberculosis Unit were M. 0.
Wrather, Judge John Clopton, and Mrs.
Hontas Houston.
Dr. E. L. Garrett of the Mason
Hospital staff spoke at the meeting of
the Murray Lions Club. He was assisted
by Dr. Woodfin Hutson.
The Hobby and Antique Show of the
Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club was held yesterday and
today at the new club house building on

Vine Street.
Fox hunters of Calloway County and
West Tennessee met Monday night at
the Jim Martin farm, south of
Crossland, for a barbecue and fox
chase. The entertainment and barbecue
were furnished by Elisha Key of Hazel.
The marriage of Miss Murrell Scarbrough and Ernest Madrey was solemnized on Sept. 21.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Futrell on
Sept. 25 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Caplinger on Sept. 27.
Elected as officers of the Senior Class
at Murray High School were George Ed
Jones, Joe Pat Ward, Jane Hale, and
Martha Churchill.
Dr. C. S. Lowry spoke on "PanAmericanism" at the meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held at the club house.
Potatoes, peck, is listed as selling for
19 cents in the ad for the T. I.. Smith
Pure Food Market here this week.

50 Years Ago
The annual roll call of the American
Red Cross will be held one month
earlier this year on account of the great
need caused by the drought. The roll
call will be made Oct. 5 to 15.
Deaths reported this week include
Dutch Grubbs,54, James E. Crass, and
Benjamin H.Smith, 42.
Tobacco growers in Calloway County,
members of the old dark tobacco
growers co-operative association,
received their checks last week from
the reserve funds which accrued during
the operation of the tobacco association.
Dr. Will H. Mason, head of the m”on
Memorial Hospital, was on the progrnm at die Four County Medical Society held at Fulton on Tuesday.
The new yearbooks of the Morra,y
Woman's Club for the current club year

have been distributed to the various
departments.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Wicker on
Sept. 27, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Spann on Sept. 30.
Elected as officers of the Faxon
Homemakers Club were Mrs. Gardner
Ragsdale, Mrs. Albert Hale, and Mrs.
Octa Geunn.
Mrs, Ben B. Keys, Mrs. Charles Hire,
and Mrs. R. T. Wells presented the program at the meeting of the Magazine
Club held at the home of Mrs. George
Upchurch.
Mary Frances Perdue celebrated her
10th birthday With a party on Sept. 28 at
the home of her paints, Mr. and Mrs.
F.M. Perdue.
Pirl• salmon is lister:..s selling for 25
cents for two cans at the Piggly Wiggly
Store this week.
a
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Buchanan's Feed And Seed Store
Buchanans Open New Business

Feed,Seed Store Has Line
A full line of Purina chows, be from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monanimal health care products day through Saturday.
and related hardware are
In the near future, the store
featured in Buchanan's Feed
and Seed Store- on Industrial will carry a *full line of seed.
Buchanan said he hopes to
Road.
The store, owned by Don make the store a complete
and Shirley
Buchanan, farm store by spring.
celebrated its grand opening Buchanan added he feels the
this morning. Store hours will area needs a complete farm
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The store also will sponsor
several meetings where area
farmers can meet and discuss
their needs with representatives of the Purina Co.
Times and dates for the
meetings will be announced at
a later date.

International Real Estate

Franchise Company Operates
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — An
international real estate- franchisesompany offering a 100
percent commission arrangement to sales associates is
selling franchises in its
Kentucky-Tennesseezegion.
Daguerre Bussell, regional
director for RE-MAX, said
owners and brokers of conventional real estate firms and sales agents who want to start
their own business could be
eligible for a RE-MAX franchise.
Bussell is fielding inquiries
from interested persons at his
RE-MAX Regional Office at
255 South Willow _Avenue,
Cookeville, Tenn., 38501 (615528-84531.
REMAX — a derivative of
"real estate maximum" —
has nearly 700 franchises in 40
states and Canada. Last year,
the company reported a 300
percent growth increase for
the third consecutive year. So
far in 1980, RE-MAX has sold
134 franchises nationwide.
"Under the RE-MAX concept," said Bussell, "the franchise broker-owner simply
charges sales associates a
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monthly management fee and
an equal share of official expenses. In turn, the sales
associates keep 100 percent of
the commissions they earn
from sales."

The Small Business .Ad- noon.
Services provided by SBA in
ministration's business loans
and counseling services have addition to business loans inhelped thousands of small clude management counseling
firms originate, expand, and and training programs to
prosper. Prospective new upgrade management skills.
in
business owners, as well as Persons interested
persons already in business, establishing a new business,
will have the opportunity to as well as owners of existing
find out about assistance businesses, are welcome to
available from SBA on the consult with the SBA
first Thursday of each month representative regarding
financial assistance or other
in Paducah.
management
problems
A representative from the relating to the operation of a
Service Corps of Retired Ex- small business.
Current financial records of
ecutives (SCORE) will be at
this agency's part,time office the business and personal
at City Hall, Commissioner's financial statements will
Chambers (second floor), assist the SBA representative
Paducah, Thursday, October in advising you.
Additional informaiton may
16, 1980 from 9:00 a.m. til 12:00
be obtained by calling 1502)
444-8500.
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Allstate's homeowners insurance will
help to rebuild your house if an insured
disaster strikes.
But, what if something happens to
you? Who will pay off the mortgage?
That's why you also need Allstate Life's
mortgage protection life insurance. It
helps 133,off the mortgage if youOie.
So your family will have help to\li,ve in
a debt-free home. You need both kinds
of insurance.
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Bussell, who has had extensive'experience in both sales
and the housing and real
estate industry, is a partner in
Bussell Construction Company in Cookeville.

their taxes on gasohol, but at
least one state is reinstating
taxes on gasohol

No Appreciable Change
in Gasohol Outlook
The cost and supply problems are major restrictions
to wider distribution of
gasohol. Even at today's
reduced demand levels,
alcohol proves less than onetenth of one percent of total
motor fuel consumed in the
United States.
Presently, about 273 thousand gallons per day are being
produced, some 200 million
gallons short of the original
goal to °produce 320 million
gallons this year. But even at
projected levels of production
over the next few years,
alcohol would still supply less
than half of one percent of
motor fuel consumed.
Despite potential surplus
corn crops, some corn-belt
spokesmen do not see corn as
a major contributor if alcohol
is to become a part of our
energy mix over the long
term. Furthermore, unlike
Brazil, where gasohol is in
wide use, land for the cultivation of additional corn crops or
sugar cane is not so readily or
economically available in the
United States.

K DAYS — Lee Iacocca, Chrysler Corporation chairman
(left), and K mart Corporation
chairman Bernard M. Fauber (right) kick off K Car Sweepstakes
in which new Plymouth
Reliant and Dodge Aries autos will be awarded to 20 K
mart shoppers between Oct. 1 1 1. The Sweepstakes will involve more than 1,400
K mart stores in the U.S. and
Canada.

Chrysler, K Mart Join In
'K Car-K Days'Promotion
DETROIT, MICHIGAN —
In an unprecedented joint promotion, Chrysler and Kmart
have gotten together on a "K
Car-K Days" sweepstakes
which will reward lucky winners with twenty brand new K

SBA Loans, Counseling
Services Help Thousands

1

lloway County and
t Monday night at
farm, south of
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'Me Piggly Wiggly
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Gasohol, the gasoline extender made of one part
alcohol and nine parts leadfree gasoline, is making more
hews despite the decreased
demand for automobile fuel
which has created surpluses of
gasoline.
Item: Texaco has launched
a national advertising campaign promoting sales of
gasohol at 1500 stations in 19
states.
Item: Ashland has joined
with a distiller to reactivate a
chemical plant for the purpose
of producing alcohol made
from corn. It's a 100 million
dollar venture of which 25
million is a federal grant.
.
Item: Hearings in Illinois, a
corn-producing state, are examining the extent to which
the state should encourage
corn-derived fuel grade
alcohol, although the governor
of that state previously vetoed
a bill Which would have reduced the state tax on gasohol.
Item: The executive director of a state corn promotion
board says food supplies are
not in jeopardy from the diversion of corn to alcohol production.
Item: Gasohol is still exempt from the 4 cent federal
excise tax on gasoline and 23
states have further reduced

MEETING HELD — The Kentucky Co,ulation Managers of daily newspapers held a
meeting Sept. 19 in Bowling Green. The purpose of the meeting was to reorganize the
association plan for the coming year and to elect officers and directors. Those Attending the meeting were(from left, 1st row) newly-elected President Coleman Love,
The News-Enterprise, Elizabethtown; Mike Reynolds, Courier- journal, Louisville; Tony
Oliver, Daily Times, Glasgow; Gene Hickman, Ledger Independent, Maysfille; (back
row) David Eldridge, Winchester Sun, Winchester; Director, West Oladaker, Paducah
Sun, Paducah; Joe Hardwick, Corbin Times-Tribune, Corbin; Secretary-Treasurer, Chris
lOsinger, The Gleanor, Henderson; Director, Sarge Farmer, Commonwealth-lournal,
Somerset; Ted Delaney, Murray Ledger & Times, Murray; Director, Sterling Willoughby, Park City News, Bowling Green; Vice President, Tony Maddox, Messenger &
Inquirer, Owensboro. The Kentucky Circulation Managers association has two formal
meetings each year. The next meeting will be held in mid May 1981 in Owensboro.

New Zealand with sales in excos of $600 million and net
profits of $44 million. Douglas
Hitchcock, managing director
of Fletcher Trust and Investments, will be the chief
executive officer of ERA of
New Zealand."A total of 1,200
real estate,offices are planned
for both countries,- said

Jackson.
Both Mitsutaki and Hitchcock announced that they
will send delegations to ERA's
corporate offices in Overland
Park, Kansas, for intensive
training prior to starting
operations!' - The Japanese
group will arrive in late October for a 10-day seminar,

and the New Zealand group
will follow in mid-November.
Founded in 1971, privatelyheld ERA Real Estate ranks
as the number one marketer
of home warranty programs
and the second largest real
estate franchise in the U.S.
with 4,000 offices in all 50
states.

Two Agents Attend Seminar
by officials of the company's
home office in Milwaukee.
Northwestern Mutual Life is
the nation's largest firm
specializing in life and

Attorney Don Jones
Attends Legal
Seminar In Louisville
Local attorney Donald A.
Jones is attending the Eighth
Annual Seminar and Convention presented by The Kentucky Academy- of Trial Attorneys, in Louisville Oct. 2-4
Among the topics of discussion on the agenda are new
civil and criminal technqiues;
damages,settlement and trial
procedures; use of safety
regulations; and discussion of
the ten outstanding Kentucky
cases during the past year.
Jones has been a member of
the KATA for the past four
years.

FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

ll-emPere

0Lnor
1911
,
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Lough, frovis 01 Northwestern

MILWAUKEE, Wis. — A
regional seminar of recent tax
law changes and their far

values we're featuring in our
newspaper section."
"This is a natural," said
Chrysler chairman, Lee A.
Iacocca. "K mart shoppers
are smart shoppers. They will
recognize the K cars as a
great value, 6-passenger cars
wi.h honest 25 miles-pergallon fuel economy, 41 on the
highway, and suggested retail
prices starting at under
$6,000."

WE'LL COVER
YOUR BUSINESS
ON ALL FLANKS.

ERA Real Estate Has Concluded
Negotiations For Expansion
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS — ERA Real Estate
(Electronic
Realty
Associates, Inc.) has concluded negotiations to expand its
real estate franchise network
to Japan, Australia and New
Zealand, marking the first extension of American real
estate franchise interests in
these areas of the world. The
announcement was made by
„Jim Jackson, president and
founder ERA Real Estate, the
second largest real estate
franchise in the United States.
"The Housing Distribution
Center of Tokyo, an 80-yearold company, will represent
ERA Real Estate in Japan,"
said Jackson, who personally
conducted negotiations in
Tokyo, with company president Fukumi Misutaki.
"A division will be formed
with a capitalization of 600
million yen ($2.75 million
U.S.) and bank credit lines of
30 billion yen have been
secured to provide mortgage
transfer funds ($137 million
U.S.)," said Jackson.
Two hundred real estate offices in Japan are already
under contract, and Mitsutaki
announced that the ERA network will increase to 500 when
it officially begins operations
in May 1981. The ERA Real
Estate Japaneses network is
targeted for 3,000 offices by
1983.
Fletcher Holdings, Limited,
of Aukland, New Zealand, will
establish the ERA Real Estate
network in Australia and New
Zealand, according to
Jackson.
Electronic
Realty
associates N.Z.1, Ltd. has
been formed wurjoiht ownership between ERA- Real
Estate and Fletcher, one of
the largest corporations in

cars during October.
For the first time ever.
Chrysler's new front-wheeldrive models will be on
display in over 1700 Kmart
stores, in addition to 4000
Dodge and Chrysler-Plymouth
dealer showrooms. It is believed to be the largest indepenlent display of new cars at introduction time in automotive
history. Within a 2-week
period, over 20 million Krnart
shoppers will be exposed to
the new K cars.
In addition, twenty million
free tickets will be distributed
at Kmart sores across the
country. Instantly, ten, luck
people will know they've won
a new K cat when they rub the
face of the ticket. And there's
a "second chance" drawing
for ten more K cars among
those who deposit their tickets
at Dodge or ChryslerPlymouth dealerships before
the contest closes on October
31.
Bernard M. Fauber,
Kmart's chairman ( right 1,
noted, "Chrysler's new K cars
are stirring a lot of excitement
in the market, and putting
them on display in our K
marts will certainly draw a lot
of people for the K Days

associated with the Marvin L.
Smith
general
agency,
Evansville.

210 East Main Street
Agents: Ronnie Ross
Danny Ross, James Ross
Telephone 753-0489 or 753-0493
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Robert Lough
reaching effects on estate
planning was held Sept. 22-23
for Northwestern Mutual Life
David Travis
Insurance Co. agents and their
guests at the Inn of the Four disability income insurance
Winds Resort and Marina, for the individual. It has
Bloomington, Ind.
assets of more than $10.5
Discussion included tax billion and general agencies
planning and personal and located in major cities nationbusiness insurance considers- wide.
tions such as unification of
Special Agents Robert S.
estate and _gift taxes and Lough and David H. Travis,
changes in joint ownership who maintain offices at 206
Maple Street, Murray, attendrules.
The seminar was conducted ed the seminar. They are
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Caldwell County Flashes To 42-3 Win Over Tigers

GETTING A BEAD ON THE OPEN FIELD — Caldwell
County quarterback Michl Brown (14) cuts up the middle against Murray's Michael Gough (91), Jeff Chadwick
(78) and Robin Roberts (84) before breaking for the

sideline on the way to a 68-yard run to the Murray 10yard line. Brown gained 257 yards in nine carries, including a 71-yard touchdown run.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitt,

Game Lives Up To Billing

Tilghman Scores Last Minute
TD To Overtake Mayfield 15- 14
A standout for Tilghman a 7-6 :contest to Lexington
was running back Randy Bryan Station for its first
Grimes, who carried 23 times defeat in seven games.
for 111 yards, including a oneIn another game, No. 5
yard run with 9:15 to play that Union County of Class AAA
started the Paducah team's dropped its second straight
comeback.
game after four seasonIn another major confronta- opening wins. Daviess County
tion of ranked teams, No. 4 did the trick this time, 20-6.
Newport of Class AAA shaded
Three other top-ranked
No. 2 Fort Thomas Highlands teams won handily. Louisville
2445 in a game that settled the Bishop David of Jefferson
mythical championship of nor- County blasted Louisville
therm Kentucky.
Valley 41-0, Franklin-Simpson
David Simpson carried 40 of Class AAA handled
times for 178 yards, scored Owensboro Apollo 27-14 and
two touchdowns and ran for Paintsville of Class A stopped
two conversions for Newport, Johnson Central 19-6.
which went ahead for good in
In other games involving
the second period when Jimbo ranked teams:
Clark returned a fumble 65
— Jefferson County AAAA:
yards for a score._
No. 2 Butler beat Shawnee 42-6
Two previously unbeaten
and St. Xavier blanked Atherteams were among the other
ton 21-0.
three ranked teams that
No. 5 Trinity, 4-1, hosts
tasted defeat. No. 4 Louisville
Thomas Jefferson tonight.
Fairdale of Jefferson County
— State AAAA: Tony Baros
AAAA fell for the first time in
and Keith Kidd each scored
Louisville
when
six starts
twice as No. 2 Madison CenMoore pulled out a 14-12 decitral outscored Scott County 35sion. Laurel County, ranked
20, No. 3 Lexington Tates
fourth in State AAAA,dropped
third-period
got
Creek
touchdown runs from Brian
Monroe and Todd Kessler to
slip by Clark County 21-7, and
No. 5 Christian County took a
27-8 decision over Clarksville,
Tenn., Northeast.
HARDWARE
— Class AAA: No. 3 Woodblasted
County
ford
Jessamine County 39-0.
— Class A: Darrell Wallace
ts ihr
scored- three touhdowns, in11.440
cluding two on punt returns,
as No. 2 Fort Campbell waltzEXTRA LOW SALE PRICE
MODE
ed past Trigg County 42-0. No.
remained
Bardstown
3
unbeaten by schring, three
Multi-Purpose
touchdowns in the final period
VALUE
to get by Bullitt Central 26-0,
0
•47%
No. 4 Glasgow stopped Tompkinsville 28-7 behind Donnie
Whilow's two scores,and Rogr
'it all common fires WOOD. PAPER.
Caudill passed for four
rurgickTACTIDS".
Afill—MaLt
touchdowns as No. 5 Pikeville
buried Hazard 55-7.
• High U L ratings extra protection
(FAIABC
IO )
— Class A: No. 2 Richmond
B7B97
• Rechargeable professional type
Madison shut out Ludlow 19-0
• Easy- to •read gauge with guard
as George Miller scored twice,
• Non-toxic dry chemical contentsNo. 3 Owen County remained
• Fiat base stable base
unbeaten with a 40-0 romp
EXTRA LOW SALE PRICE
over Eminence that featured
&AMES"
two scoring runs by Bobby
Young, No. 4 Cumberland won
Greensweeper
its seventh straight by edging
Williamsburg 24-16 in two
overtimes, and No. 5 Berea
cruised to a 32-12 win over
Light as feather!
Mercer County as Kevin Clif-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
After the dust had settled,
after Paducah Tilghman had
beaten Mayfield with a lastminute touchdown, it was safe
to say that the muchballyhooed match between the
'western Kentucky powers had
lived up to its billing.
Paducah Tilghman, ranked
No. 1 in State AAAA, pulled
out the game 15-14 when Ricky
Jones ran 13 yards for a
touchdown with 58 seconds to
play and Clay Parker
scampered into the end zone
for the deciding two-point conversion. That final score made
a loser of Mayfield, ranked
first in Class AA, for the first
time in six starts this year.
Marcus Moss was heroic in
defeat for Mayfield. The
senior running back ran 54
yards with a Jeff Flood pass
for Mayfield's first touchdown
and romped 76 yards with
eight minutes left to play to
give the Cardinals a tempdrary: 14-7 lead. Moss' two
touchdowns gave him a school
record 52 for his career.

BestBuys

ACE

for

OCT.
$799

ii4,11.A1, .440

FIRE 4
si4"
EXTINGUISHER

RAKE
a

• Made of Ames Fortified
Premium Polypropylene
• Tough springy, easy to handle
• No metal parts to' loosen Or ruct
• Attractive green color

26 tines
Practical,
One-piece
Construction

Murray Supply Co..
208 E. Main — 753-3361

ton scored three TDS.
In one of the oytanding individual efforts of the day,
Leonard Sullivan ran for 302
yards and four touchdowns in
just 18 carries to lead Shelby
County to a 41-19 win over
Frankfort Western Hills.
Sullivan scored on runs of 65,
5,35, and 72 yards.

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
Murray High displayed its
best half of offensive football
this season but could not contend with a lightning-quick
Caldwell County squad last
night, falling to the Tigers 423.
Murray staged several MIpressive drives in the early going, penetrating to the
Caldwell 47-and-35-yard lines
on successive possessions
before being turned away by
penalties and sacks.
Riding the arm of quarterback Greg Morton, who completed seven of his first eight
passes, Murray rolled over the
Caldwell defense for 81 first
quarter yards.
The first Tiger drive stalled
at the Caldwell 47 when, on
first-and-ten Morton was sacked wRile trying to pass. Murray could not gain back the
lost yardage and was forced to
punt.
The second possession found
the Tigers slashing deeper into Caldwell territory. With
Robin Roberts grabbing three
of his game-high six catches
during the drive, Murray gained a first down at the visitor's
39.
Murray could not convert
that opportunity either, picking up 'four yards on three
tries and having to punt again.
It was the last real Tiger
threat of the evening.
Meanwhile, Caldwell County utilized a quicksilver offensive backfield to rack up its
two first quarter scores.
Whipcord-thin quarterback
Mike Brown set up the initial
Tiger score in a hurry.
The senior captain called his
own number on the first
Caldwell play of the night,
utilizing a quarterback draw
to carry the ball for a 68-yard
gain. This burst gave the
Tigers a first-and-goal at the
Murray 10.
Three plays later, Bobby
Joe Thacker slanted over

Holmes' Man Happy For Boss
And All When Fight Stopped

By ED SCHU YLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (API —
Leroy Diggs, a-,Larry Holmes
sparring partner, was happy
when the fight was stopped...for Muhammad Ali as
well as for his boss.
"If it hadn't been stopped
and Ali had gotten hurt, Larry
would have quit tomorrow,"
Diggs said after Holmes retained the World Boxing Council heavyweight championship
when the bout Was stopped
with: Ali on his stool between
the 10th and 11th rounds.
So there will be a tomorrov
in boxing for Holmes. There
might be one for Ali also.
On ABC's Good Morning
America television show
several hours after his battering, the 38-year-old Ali said,
"Don't write me off. They
wrote me off after Frazier.
They wrote me off'after Norton. They wrote me off after
Spinks. They wrote me off
after the draft."
Ali, who was trying to win
the heavyweight title for an
unprecedented fourth time,
said he might consider a bout
against Mike Weaver, the
World Boxing Association
defends
who
champion
against South African Gerrie
Coetzee in South Africa.
But at a noon news conference Friday, Ali said of his
fighting future, "We have not
made our minds up yet. She
(wife Veronica) said it's up to
me."
In New York, Bob Arum,
who has promoted Ali fights
and is promoting the WeaverCoetzee bout, was quoted as
saying that anybody who promotes or Incenses Ali to fight
again should be jailed.
And in Johannesburg. South
Africa, Weaver — who is
The headline on sports preparing for a fight against
Gerrie Coetzee — said he had
editor David Hibbitts' football
no desire to fight All .
predictions column Friday
Jose Sulaiman, WBC presiwas incorrect. Hibbitts picks
dent who was at ringside for
Murray State to win by 12 over
Holmes-Ab, said certain conMorehead.

Murray State
Picked By 12

from the four and the game's
Walter
score.
first
Haberlock's kick made it 7-0
at the 6:04 mark.
It was a night of big plays
for the visitors. After thwarting the second Murray drive,
Caldwell needed just five
plays to put its second tally on
the board.
This time Brown took the
ball in himself. Using an excellent fake to freeze the Murray defense, Brown shot
around the right end to a 54yard touchdown. Haberlock
again booted the point.
Brown led the Tiger rushing
onslaught, carrying the ball
nine times for 257 yards. As a
team, Caldwell rushed 32
times for 463 yards, an
average of over 14 yards per
carry.
Murray still could not be
counted out of the game at
that point as it again mounted
a strong drive by mixing up its
plays well.
Following a 16-yard screen
over the middle to Tim Foster
and a 16-yard pass from Morton to Roberts, Murray again
found itself encamped in
Caldwell country. But with a
third-and-six at the Caldwell
35, Morton's square-out pass
to Roberts was picked off by
Jason Dyer.
Murray refused to let the
turnover be a backbreaker.
The Tigers turned right
around and forced a mistake
of their own. Five plays after
the Murray miscue, Thacker
broke off right end of a nice
gain.
As the Caldwell back cut upfield, he was leveled by a
group of three Tigers, popping
the ball loose and into the
capable hands of Tim Foster,
who returned the ball 60 yards
to the Caldwell nine.
With the opportunity to cut
the score to 14-7 and bring the
game back to within reach,
Murray simply could not push
the ball over the line.
The Tigers could garner just

ditions must be put on retired
champions coming back. He
did not specify what conditions he had in mind.
Ali paid'the 30-year-old
Holmes a compliment by saying, "The way I look and the
way he beat me, he's better
than all of them I All's other
opponents)."
The victory was Holmes'
fourth title defense this year, a
pace that is sure to slow for
the champion who has indicated his career might not

last much longer.
Promoter Don King promised a title shot to the winner of
a scheduled 12-round bout
between Leon Spinks and Bernardo Mercado Thursday
night. Spinks stopped Mercado in the ninth round.
But Holmes wasn't making
any such promises."We don't
know who is going to be my
next opponent," he said,
"because we're not thinking
about fighting now."

Slugging It Out Over
Free Showing Of Fight
$1,000 to his favorite charity,
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital.
Houston-based Astroworld
Championship Enterprises
Inc. may take Grisanti to
court for a rematch in the
latest stunt.
At one point Thursday night,
Grisanti thought he might
have to throw in the towel
before Ali after a lawyer
Astroworld
representing
crashed the party in the sixth
round.
Memphis Lawyer Fraser
Humphreys told Grisanti that
Astroworld held the exclusive
rights to show the fight in Tennessee and 17 other states and
the firm was threatening legal
action.
Grisanti telephoned his own
lawyer, but by the time he got
off the phone, "the fight was
over. It wasn't much of a
fight," he said..
Grisanti said his lawyer had
advised him before the fight
that he could use the signal
because he was not charging
admission.
"I didn't feel I was doing
anything illegal," Grisanti
said. "I don't krinv who owns
Grisanti charged no admis- the beam. Maybe St. Jude sent
sion, but guests donated about the beam."

MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP) — A
Houston company that held
exclusive rights to the closedcircuit broadcast of the
heavyweight
Holmes-Ali
championship bout cries foul
after restaurateur John
Grisanti slipped a punch by intercepting the signal for a free
showing of the fight.
"I've pulled a lot of things
off in my life, but this may be
the biggest one of all,':Grisanti said Friday.
While 2,482 fans at Cook
Convention Center here paid
$20 to $25 apiece Thursday
night to watch a closed-circuit
broadcast of the Larry
Holmes-Muhammad Ali match, Grisanti treated 200 guests
to the show in a fenced-in yard
near his restaurant.
Holmes, 31, battered the 38year-old Ali for 10 rounds
before Angelo Dundee, Ali's
trainer, stopped Thursday's
Las Vegas, Nev.,fight.
Using a dish antenna
donated by Satellite Video
Systems of Cabot, Ark.,
Grisanti intercepted a beam
from a Canadian nntnllitn
showed the fight on an oversized television screen.

FIGHTING FOR SOME TOUGH YARDS — Murray
fullback Albert Ball (30) carri:s a Caldwell County tackler
with him as he picks up some of his 33 yards in seven
carries in the Tigers'42-3 loss.
two yards on three cracks at
the Caldwell line and had to
settle for a field goal, Davi.
Denham booted the 27-yarder
to make it 14-3.
Then, the bottom fell out of
the game for Murray. With a
first down on his own 40,
Brown wheeled around left
end for a 40-yard gain. Three
,plays later, Thacker claimed
his second score of the night to
put Caldwell up,21-3.
Caldwell nailed the coffin lid
shut on its first possession of
the second half. Putting
together a 15-play drive initiated on its own 36, the
Tigers burned seven minutes
off the clock en route a 28-3 advantage.
The score snowballed after
fourth
the
Caldwell
touchdown. Murray was totally unable to move the ball on
.the Tiger defense, and the
Caldwell offense was happy
enough to play ball control.
In doing that, Caldwell
managed to reel off two more
long touchdown runs. The first
came with 2:37 left in the third
quarter on a 71-yard run by
Brown. Brown used the same
quarterback draw to score his
second six of the game.
Thacker capped the scoring
on a 93-yard explosion long
after the substitutes from both

squads had entered the fray.
The fourth quarter resembled
zr junior varsity contest with
both teams playing second
and third liners. Despite the sour second half
performance, the Tigers still
managed to rack up 185 total
yards. Foster led the rushing
statistics with 44 yards oh 12
carries. Albert Ball added 33
yards on seven tries.
Morton was the game's
leading passer, connecting on
10 of 19 passes for 80 yards.
The Tigers will carry a 2-4
record into Friday's game at
Trigg County.
Caldwell
Murray
9
11
First Downs
33-79
32-463
Rushes Yards
106
32
Passing Yards
3-68
Passes
12-21-2
1-25.0
Punts
7-37 4
4-2
0-0
Fumbles host
7-55
Penalties Yards 6-70
IndIvIduatLeaders
Rushing- Murray, FoSter 12-44. Ball
7-33. Caldwell - Brown 9-257, Thacker
11-147, Copeland 8-58.
Passing — Murray, Morton 10-14-1-80,
Shelton 1-2-1-18, McCuiston 1-5-0-8.
Caldwell- Brown 3-6-0-32.
Murray, Roberts 6-52,
Receiving,
Foster 3-43. Caldwell — Button 2-16,
Jewel11-16.
0 3 0 0— 3
Murray
14 7 14 7-42
Caldwell
Caldwell -- Thacker 4 run Haberlock
Kick
Caldwell — Brown 54 nisei Haberlock
Kick )
Murray — Ft: l>enham 27
Caldwell -- Thacker 6 run Haberlock
Kick)
Caldwell - Brown 71 rim i Button
Kick
Caldwell -- Thacker 93 run i Haberlock
Kick
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Game Called With NY Training

Add Raincloud ToYanks"Heros

k Times

By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
Al'Sports Writer

?rs

The

New

York

Yankees

have had many heroes on the
'Way to their probable championship in the American
League East this year - Reg-

At one time Friday night,
with the Orioles already rain-

Chicago stopped California 41, while the Toronto-Boston

Aug. 25:
George Brett went 1-for-3 to

ed out against Cleveland, it
looked like the Yankees would

of 118 by Jeff Bufroughs in
1974.

game also was rained out.

drop his average to .389, but he
had a sacrifice fly for his 118th

lose one of their three opportunities to lock up the race

Doe Medich, 14-11, and Danny Darwin combined on a six-

Minnesota
won its 12th
straight game, longest in the

RBI in only 116 games.

since they trailed Detroit 4-0 in

majors this season, pounding
Kansas City's Larry Gura for
14 hits. Gary Ward, who is 19for-38 with 10 RBI in 11 games

hitter and Jim Sundberg hit a
solo homer for the Rangers.

the fifth inning, just five outs
'

gie Jackson, Rich -Gossage,

from becoming official.

Willie Randolph, Rick Cerone

But the rain, which started
as a drizzle early in the game,

and Tommy John, to name a
few. Add Mr. Raincloud to the

was pouring at that point and,

Twins 5, Royals 3

Rangers 6, Mariners 2
Al Oliver, in a spirited battle
with Mickey Rivers for the
Texas club record for hits in a
season, hit a homer, a double

since being called up from the
minors, and Jose Morales col-

and

lected four hits apiece and
John Castino stroked a tworun homer for the Twins.
Gura, 18-10, who is schedill-

Oliver 208 for the season, two

single

to

the

lead

Rangers over Seattle.

White Sox 4, Angels I
Rookie Britt Burns won his
15th game in 28 decisions by
allowing four hits in six innings to California in chilly
Chicago.

have

after 50 minutes, crew chief
Bill Haller called off the

clinched at least a tie for the
title and need only one victory

game, forcing a doubleheader
today.

In their last three games - or
a loss from Baltimore - to

nesota beat KanAs City 5-3,

ed to pitch the opener of the
Al playoffs for the Royals

club record and his 116th RBI

win it outright.

Texas defeated Seattle 6-2 and

ehing arm stiffened before he
could finish the game in 38-

Wednesday, hasn't won since

is two short of the team mark

degree temperatures.

list.
Yanks already

The

Elsewhere in the AL, Min-

The

night

three-hit

gave

behind Rivers, who set a team
Thursday

record

Oliver's 43rd double

night.
was a

Timely

hitting

Baines, Jim

by

Harold

Morrison

and
Todd Cruz provided the offense for Burns, whowpit-

Dodgers Rally For 3-2 Win

Astros Kick Clincher Away In 9th
By KEN RAPPOPORT

in the East with a 2-1 decision

before

AP Sports Writer

over the Expos in the start of

Sparky Lyle and Tug McGraw

Kent

their big threegdme series.

relieved.

Candelaria.

You really have to hand it to
the Los Angeles Dodgers the Houston Astros did Friday
night.
Two outs away from the National League West title, the
kicked

Astros

away

Murray

lwell County tackler

s 33 yards in seven

1

win

had entered the fray.

and

the

3-2 on

Joe

Ferguson's

liners.

•

Diego routed San Francisco

lead Pittsburgh over Chicago.

Moreno added a sacrifice fly

ed run in,eight major league
appearances, earned his second victory in as many decisions. Valenzuela
relieved

"I knew it was going out as
Mike Schmidt drove in both
with
a
first-inning

:e the sour second half

of the inning by Ken Forsch.

runs

ance, the Tigers still

"I think it was a fastball high,

d to rack up 185 total

but who can remember now?"

sacrifice fly and a homer in
the sixth as Philadelphia beat
Montreal.

roster led the rushing

s with 44 yards oh 12
Albert Ball added 33
was

the

victory

game's

moved

the

Dodgers within two games of
Houston in the West and left
them

seven tries.

n

The

with

mathematical

a

chance of catching the Astros.

passer, connecting on

The

teams

finish

up

the

rasses for 80 yards.

regular season with two more

igers will carry a 2-4

games at Los Angeles.

Schmidt's

16th
gameRBI of the season

winning

gave Philadelphia the jump in
the weekend series between
the Phillies and the Expos,
who started the series tied for
first.

runty.

Philadelphia Phillies took a

Right-hander Dick Ruthven,
17-10, pitched 52-3 innings and

Murray
Caldwell
in
9
11
rds
33-79
32-463
irds
106
32
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3-6-0
7-37 4
1-25.0
ost
0-0
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7-55
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- Murray, Foster 12-46 Ball
yell - Brown 9257, Thacker
eland 8-58
- Murray, Morton 19-14-1-60,
-2-1-18, McCuiston 1-5-0-8
Brown 3-6-0-32
g
Murray, Roberts 6-52,
3 Caldwell - Button 2-16.

one-game lead over Montreal

gave up the Expos' only run

nto Friday's game at
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between members of the Top
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Twenty - No. 11 UCLA at

California

Ohio State, No. 16 Florida
State

- Brown 54 nut( Haberloek

and their current nightmare

Nebraska and

-FG Denham 27
- Thacker 6 run ( Haberlock

goes back almost two years.

State at ninth-rated Missouri.

-Thacker 93 run ( Ha berlock

Twenty three games, to be exact.

753-3062

mingham with Bear Bryant

opposition

coaching triumph even though

was Arizona

he says,"I don't have any vic-

State, the defeat cost USC a

tories and I don't know any

nationa4

and

coaches who do. I hope our

guess who lined up against the

team isn't playing for me. I

championship

fourthrariked Trojans today in

hope

the Los Angeles Coliseum?

themselves, for their universi-

they're

ty, for their girlfriends, for
Elsewhere,

game with Rice, No. 6 Pitt

years," Coach John Robinson

entertained Maryland, seven-

said pointedly. "Because of

thrated

the

Michigan State and

loss,

that

game

State

with

certainly

Carolina

No. 10
hosted

lingers in our minds. We don't

Georgia Tech. Eighth-ranked

want it to happen to us again. I

Georgia was idle.

think

we'll

While

we

pay

attention.

don't talk

about

In the Second Ten, No. 12
Oklahoma was at Colorado,

-we do talk about payback."

No.
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Texas is in Houston for a night
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for

their mamas and papas."

revenge - I don't think hate
has any place in sports today

flation-fighting
earn is ready
you on an
able Case lawn
trden tractor,
ow. The choice is
Save on interest
with 9.50%
I percentage
ir, if you prefer,
big savings right
it when you
your deal. Either
nell discover
flation can be beat

playing

the season against the only
team to beat us in the last two

Arizona

.:an Deal With
vo Ways.

Meanwhile, No. 1 Alabama

expected • to notch his 300th

our first conference game of

NT PROOF?

No. 17 Penn

The last time Southern Cal

"It's our school's 100th bir-

UR

third-ranked

entertained Kentucky in Bir-

thday, it's homecoming, it's

KIN

at

lost a football game was Oct.
14, 1978. The score was 20-7,
the

nent Co.

in the seventh.
knocked in

three runs with a bases-loaded
double in the eighth inning,

Giants Pull
Off Triple Play
San

Francisco

Giants pulled off • a triple
fourth inning of their game
with the San Diego Padres.
The

Giants

made

play, their first

in

the

going on a 3-2 pitch, Dave
Cash hit a soft liner to second baseman Guy Sularz,
who began the triple play
by throwing to second to

over San Francisco.

Francisco fielding which produced a triple pfay and three
double plays.

the Braves beat the Reds for
only the second time in

16

Murrr; 8-7, benefited from
double plays and the

four

games this season:
The Braves broke a 1-1 tie
with their three-run rally in

rig,rithander struck out seven
and walked four.

Arizona State sneaked into
Associated

Press

at, No.

14

Arkansas, San Jose State at
15

Stanford,

North

Carolina State at No. 18 South

Top

Carolina at night, Louisiana

with victories over

State at No. 19 Florida and

Houston and Oregon State but
dropped out this week after a
38-21

Christian

loss to second-ranked

Ohio State.

Houston

at

No. 20

Baylor

under the lights. Miami, Fla.,
not
No. 13, was

ranked

scheduled.

"We're impressed with their

Texas had beaten Rice 14

team so far this year despite

straight times since the Owls

the loss to Ohio State," Robin-

prevailed 20-17 in Austin in

son

a

1965. Before that, however,

good

Rice was a headache to the

speed on both sides of the line.

Longhorns over the years. The

said.

balanced

"They've
attack

got

and

This will be an exciting, very

most notable upsets were 1930

close game."

and

There

were

three

games

1945, when

Rice

dealt

Texas its only defeat; 1940,
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Al Types ofBagged Food Ans Now Available

Introductory Speciais.
Rabbit Pellets

50 lb. $6.00

Laser Crumbs

50 lb $5.60

Hog Pallets 16%
Dog Food 21%

1111112E1

50 lb. $6.25
25/50 lb. $4.50/$8.75

Shoemaker Seed Processing
4th & Chestnut r,
753-7666

Cardinals 6, Mets 4

"-

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Tommy Herr's sacrifice fly
broke a tie in the sixth as St.
Louis beat New York after
squandering a 4-0 lead.
Tony Scott led off the winning

St. Louis

rally

with

a

single.off Roy Lee Jackson, 1-

Kentucky High School Football Scores
By The Associated Press
Thursday Gaines
Boyle Co 26. Wayne Co 8
Fulton Co 9, Gleason, Tenn,0
Green Co 14 Ethrionsonl'o 8

Ha.
•c ,
l.0.2
ten lutes,reek 21,l:lark Co'7
Madison Central 35.Sre-tt C620
Montgoniery Co 14, Franklin Co 6
N Hardin 17;Marion Co 13Paintsv ille 19, Johnson Central f,
W Hardin 19. Caverna 13
Warren East 38, Aan cots
Woodford Co 39, Jessamine co.p
Friday Games
Adair Co 22, Garnaliel 14'
18
Barboursville, W.Va. 53, Boyd
Bardstown 26, Bullitt Central 0
Beechwood 20. Erlanger Scott e
Belfry 21. Matewart, W.Va.0
94ellevue26-,CampbellCo19Berea 32, Mercer Co 12
Boone Co 40, OrvingtonHohnes0Bowling Green 22,Owensboro Ca th 10
Breathitt Co 53,Clay Co 7
Caldwell Co 42, MURRAY 3
.
Cawood 33, Lone Jack 0
Christian Co 27, Clarksville. Tenn.. NE-

F rams]10 -.flip, h.
Apoll014

2. ,

NFL
Standings

0,ensburo

.

• Glasgow 28. Tompkinsville 7
Grayson Co 19. Hancock Co 12
Harlan 46 Pineville 16
By The Associated Press )
threw on to first to comHeath 49. Todd Central 0
Amerleas Confesruse
plete the play.
Huntington,
W
East
21.
Ashland
East
his sacrifice fly in foul terW L T Pirt PF PA
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8
•
4
0
1,000. 96
50
Hurly,
V.
12,
Phelps
Buffalo
By The Mediated Press
Johns Creek 44. Mullina 8
New England
3 1
750 115 W
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3
.73065
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LaRue
0,21,
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Miami
1
EAST
Hakim,
2 2
.500 85 76
I awrence Co 20. Mason Cot
W
L
Pct. GB
0 4
Leslie Co 42, Knott Central 14
N.Y. Jets
.8537 los
.615
1(11 59
'New York
Len Bryan Station 7, Laurel Co 6
Cesaind
Bellmore
•
750 117 67
lex Henry Clay 28,1/anoint 14 1 .
Pittsburgh
3 1
Milwaukee_
licuston
3 1
750 67 LIU
Trio Battard-31, Tad Central'CI
•
83 74
.529 17
Breton
I
ou
Bishop
David
41.
Lou
Valley
0
2
(levet:ma
2
.500
78 93
83 76 ' .522 18
Detroit
1 3
.250 68 75
. Lou Better 42,Lou Shawnee 6. .
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78 79
497 22
Cleveland
Wed
••-lasi.ales20.
Lou
Stuart
0
.403 37
64 95
Tororto
Lou Durrett 7, Lou Male 0
1.000 118 57
San Meg,
4 0
WM'
Lou Eastern 42, Lou Waggener 12
2 2
Oakland
.500875
95 65
.593 **Kansas City
Lou Fern Creek 12, Lou Manual 7
2 2
.500 .75 6
Seattle
87 78
.513 13
Oakland
put some power on you. But
when Rice cost Texas the
Lou
Iroquois
28.
Lou
Westport
0
1
3
.250 74 1130
Deriver
171r1
77 62
• 484
Minneola
Ion' Jeffersontown 9, Lou Seneca 6
Kansas (Sty
0
4
aoo
ra
again, the main thing is their
74 5
.465 2001
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14.
lou
Fel
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rdale
12
25
Chicago
68 90
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aggressiveness. They have
roll Co 6
pionship; 1953, when the Owls'
National Conference
Lou at Xavier 21. lou Atherton 0
.411 29
65 93
0.difornia
Conner 35,Simon Kenton 34
Eat
Lou Southern 21. Lou Pin Ridge Park 0
outhit everybody they have
18-13 Rice victory put them in
.368 36
59 101
Seattle
Daviess Co 20. Union Co 6
3 1 0 .750 118 40
Marshall Co 48, Warren Central 20
Philadelphia ,
"Clinched division title
played this year."
the Cotton Bowl over the
Elizabethtown 28, Breckm ridge Co 21
3
I 0 750 93 68
tSatlao
Metropolis,
RI.
30,
Ballard
Memorial
title
'added tie for (town
Elkhorn City 33, Virgie 14
The rest of the Saturday
130 250 67 99
Longhorns, and 1962, when a
27
SLtonas
Friday's (lames
Estill Co 14, Knox Central 8
Giants
Bay1
3 0 .250 72 173
Middlesboro
34,
Rogersville,
Tenn.
14
the
one
in
Boston
ppd.,
rain
'night schedule finds
Toronto at Boston
14-14 tie - the only
Evansville. Ind., Harrison 33, Hender1
0 250 47 76
N Bullitt 21, Washington Co 6
'ahington
.
t
Cleveland at Bakal-are, ppd. rain
son Co 30
University at Temple, VMI at
series - was the sole blemish
Newport
24,
Fort
Thomas
Highlands
15
Central
York,
ppd.
nun
Detroit at New
Fairview
46.
Maysville
28
4
0
0 1.000 117 41
Newport
Cath
14,
Erlangerl.loyd
13
Texas' regular-season
The Citadel, Louisiana Tech at
on
Clucagi, 4. C.aliforroa 1
Fleming Co 14, Lewis Co 13
2 2 0 593 72 1M
Nicholas Co 20. Bath Co 7
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East Tennessee State, Ball
record.
Fort Campbell 42, Trigg Con
.503 71 83
Bay
2
2
0
Tampa
Ohio Co 9, Barren Co0
Texas 6. Seattle 2
Fort Knox 39, E Hardin 6
specific
than
State at
McNeese State,
Gman
1 3 0 250 47 114
"More
Oldham Co 22. Meade Co 8'
Only games sdieduled
0
250 45 67
1
3
0
Chicago
Owen Ci i-40, Eminence
- Saturday's fames
players, the most distinctive
Arkansas State at Memphis
Owensboro 28, Len Lafayette 7
West
Toronto iJiNld.auighlin 6-9 and MiniState, Western Carolina at
thing about Rice is how much
1
0
.750
104 91
San
Francisco
3
Paducah
Tilghman
is,
Mayfield
14
bella 4-121 at Boston (Crawford 2,0 and
2 2 0 .28)161 79
ho Angeles
Paris 22. Harnutiburg 20.
Middle Tennessee, Furman at
more aggressive they are,"
MacWhorter 62). 2
0
.500
97 IV
Atlanta
2
2
Pikeville
55,
Hazard
7
TENNIS
Detract (Weaver 3-3 and S.hatzeder 11says Texas Coach Fred Akers. Tennessee-Chattanooga, Long
0 4 0 .030 68 104
New Orleans
Portsmouth, Ohio 20, Greenup Co 3
MADRID, Spain AP, - Guillermo
121 al New York i May 14-5 and Dant 8Beach State at Tennessee
"They are bigger, stronger
Prestonsburg
35,
Evans
6
Vitas of Argentina ousted Mario Mar9), 2
Siodny's Games
Raceland 7,E Carter*
tinez of Bolivia 6-1, 6-1 to advance to the
California Tanana 11-11, at Oucago
and going out after people. , State, Southern Methodist at
Baltunire at Miami
Reldland 9, Lone Oak°
semifinals of the 8125.000 Madrid Inter8-31
(Hoyt
They don't mind gambling. Tulane, Southwestern LouiOrlando at ()red Bay
Riclunond Madison 19. Ludlow 0
• •
national Tournament.
Oakland lam) 2,21 at Milwaukee
Denver at Cleveland
Rockcastle Co 28, Casey Co 19
In other action. Ivan landl of
They will blitz you. They have siana at West Texas State,
(Haas 16131
Detroit Si Atlanta
Rowan Co 56. Hery Con
Cz6choslovakia downed Balasz Taroczy
Cleveland 10v/chink, 2-9 and Wads 12,
Lamar at Stephen F. Austin,
gone more to the running
New England at New York Jets
Huntingtn
W
Va
Russell
2L.
of limitary 7-6. 6-1, Jose laus Clerc of
141 at Flattunore (Stone 25.7 and Palmer
Drake at Texas-rtilington,
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Thtisburg11 at Mutneatt
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Argentina stopped Ross Case of
it-tour Bodchker 0-0,. 2
St
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20
laut, at New Orleans
Australia 6-2, 6-4; and Hans
Kansas State at Tulsa, Cal
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Washington
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28
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Seattle (Beattie-VIE A Texas Butcher
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Country
Day
0
Kansas
Oty
at Oakland
Gene Mayer whipped John Sadri 61,9-2
Sunday's Gaines
gressive style. They have Fullerton State at Nevada-Las
Webster Co 28, Butler Co 16
New York Giants at Dalla•
on the fifth day of an international rounToronto at Boston
Wheelwright
42,
Burch,
W
Va.
14
San
Franciaett
at tot: .Aninies
some big backs and they can Vegas.
drobin tournament
Detroit at New York
Whitesburg 32, Fleming-Neon lt,
Monday's Game
Victor Pero of Paraguay defeated
Cleveland at Baltimore
Whitley
Co
9.
Lincoln
Con
Tampa
Bay
at
Chicago, in)
••
Toni Okker 6-4, 6-3 and The Nastase if
California at Chang.
Romania-rallied past Eddie 1/ibbs 5-7 7Oakland at Milwaukee
5,6-4.
Minnesta at Kansas (10)
BIPOMINGTON. Minn. i API - WenSeattle at Texas
dy Turnbull ousted Anne Hobbs of BriREGULAR SEASON ENDS,
tain 6-1, 61, while Tracy Austin topped
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Anne Smith 6-2. 6-3, to advance to tla,
EAST
semifinal round -of- the 8100.000 I, S
W
L
Pet. GB
Women's Indoor Championships. .
9D 713
)562
Pluksielphia
Billie Jean King defeated Roberta Mn'
1
Mortrecal
63 71
.556
Callum 6-2. 6-2 to earn a berth in the
Gre
ta
8
Pittsturgh
82 78_ 612
semifinals against Dianne Fromholtz
Oakland and San Francisco at
By BRUCE LOWITT
17
tO torus
73
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Lageirow
Los Angeles. Monday night's
AP Sports Writer
New York
66 91
.412 24
CHEPSTOW,Wales i AP, - West Ger
63 6
.393 Zi
Chicago
game Tampa Bay at Chicago.
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man Bernard Langer fired a 6-under-par
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65
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that
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is
no
things - but when you're as
82 ES
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tain's Brian Barnes in an international
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2
90 70
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tournament.
5
(Incinnati
r; 73
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langer was at 7-under-par 135 lee
ball team," says But Grant,
the Pittsburgh Steelers, you
81 78
.566 1042
Attanta
Trevino had a par 71 and was at 141
Minnesota's coach, "but
.485 174,
don't have to be cute.
San ranowo
74
SALE
72 SI
.450 7ffi
San Diego
we've showed that we can play
"The Steelers don't do a lot
'Clutched tie for division title
the game,too."
offensively, but what they do
Frkley's-Cimes
Philadelphia 2, Montreal 1
Not last Sunday. While the
they do very well," says Min114.SKFTFL41.1
Pithbortil 3,(Naga 1 '
were demolishing
4atiolval Brutkethall Aatorlatkan
Steelers
linebacker
Scott
nesota
Atlanta 4, On-Innen 1
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1Sf Bingo
DAL
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Chicago 39-3, the Vikings were,
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los Angeles 3. !Imolai 2, 10 innings
absorbing a 27-7 pasting by
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San Diego 12, San Frowero 0
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rest of the Vikings - of trying
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Siasday's Games
dreireserve bat
three straight games," said
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Grant,
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Sports In Brief

Vikings Going After
Steelers This Sunday

e

If you want lots of
eggs, try PURINA
LAYENA, America's
favorite feed for
family flocks.

.456

Transactions
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SPECIAL
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"
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Industrial Road

-
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-ROBIN ROBERTS (84) comes back to make the tackle after a pass was intercepted in
front of him by Caldwell County's Jason Dyer(63).
Staff Photo By David Hibbillts

the eighth off Mario Soto, 10-8.

years, after Luis Salazar
walked. With both runners

major

Tom Boggs, 12-9, scattered

four

singled and Gene Tenace

his first

The score would have been
worse had it not been -for- San

nati.
five hits over seven innings as

The

hit

leagAhome run and drove in
four runs, leading San Diego

Atlana past Cincin-

leading

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
-

Mura
pitched
a
fourhitter for his first major
league shutout and
Luis
Salazar

Braves 4, Reds 1
Terry Harper

Padres 12, Giants 0
Steve

USC And Southern Cal Square
Off In Western Rivalry Today
Trojans have long memories,

- Brown 71 run (Button

11, raised his overall season

play Friday night in the

Phillies 2, Expos I

soon as! hit it," said Ferguson
after creaming the first pitch

-

three-hitter for 62-3 innings to

Don Sutton, who pitched the
first eight innings.

leadoff home run in the 10th.

-th quarter resembled

varsity contest with
ams playing second

ped New York 6-4 and San

Rafael
baseman
Landestoy. That set up Ron
Cey's gametying single in the
-

George Frazier, 1-4, the
third Cardinal pitcher, gained
the victory.

Mike Easier and Dale Berra

pitched two scoreless innings
and has yet to give up an earn-

inning

Rick

each singled home Pirate runs
in the fourth inning. Omar

Jefferson, 30, acquired on

left fielder

Loser

Reuschel fell to 11-13.

waivers from Toronto on Sept.

Mets

Steve Henderson.

Jesse Jefferson, making his

12-0.

to

John

first NL appearance, pitched a

Fernando Valenzuela, who

ninth

Pirates 3, Cubs I

ritory
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OUTDOOR
TOPICS
by Bob Brewster

LAKELAND OUTDOORS

Sy Weds Beanie

XCLISh ()Ulla,. • ONSUllAha

A FISHERMAN'S RIDDLE

Jim Pat FureII, manager of Uncle Lee's, in Murray, shows the trophy he received for
winning Hs* state championship Turkey Calling Contest The contest was held In the LBL at
tile National Hunting and Fishing Day.
Photo by Mary Barrow

Here's a riddle for the guy
who always has all the answers
about fishing.
.Ask him to tell you what has
ears in its knees, sings all night,
tells the temperature and is
prired as fish bait.
When he tells you there isn't
am such creature, you can
.quickly prove him wrong.
A brief study of the American field cricket will produce all
these interesting facts, plus
much more.
the cricket is really an exceptional insect. Only the male
sings.
His potential mate hears the
sound by means of special
organs located in the front legs
just below the knees.
Crickets can tell you the temperature. For some reason, they
increase their rate of chirping
on warm days as the temperature increases.
.
Yon can determine the approximate temperature by. adding the number 37 to the number of chirps you hear from one
cricket in 15 seconds. The result
will be the air temperature at
that moment, plus or minus a
degree or two.
The value of crickets as fish
bait is well known to experienced anglers.

Fishing line

Jerry 1,1ampin
1 think maybe we will have
Some striper action this fall
after all. I have been catching
• several small yellOw's and
white's while casting for black
bass in the shallow's and last
Tuesday I hit some big white's
chasing shad minnows.
I kept five that weighed two .
pounds plus each and lost at
least fifteen just as good!
I am sure all of you that
have hooked a bass lately,
know what I am talking about
when I say, you can't hold
these fish down all of the time.
They are full of pep and are
going to jump even if you do
put your rod tip in the water!
Even the•ones that don't jump
thrash and splash on the surface to much or make such a ,
strong power run that they
pull the hooks out of their
mouth's.
I'm not really complaining,
it has just been a long hot summer without good fishing on an
average and now that we can
.. ,finally count on these rascals

being in a certain place, we
can't get them in the boat.
Some people believe that
sharp hooks will solve the problem, it does help a lot but not
100 percent.
Get Out and fish as much as
you can before cold weather
because. it will be a long cold
winter. Many folks think the
best time to catch fish is in the
spring. Well, my feelings are
that in the spring, most fish
are concerned about their
spawning and continuing the
species etc. etc. Now in the
fall, these same fish that were
told by mother nature to propagate in the spring, are being
told to eat, eat, eat and build
enough body fat to carry them
through the winter.
I really believe more big
bass are taken in the fall than
any other time so get out there
and lets prove it.
Crappie fishing is coming
along slow but sure and will
improve a lot when the winter
pool stage is reached and the

falling water settles.
They are still coming into
the ledges and creek channels
around 10-12 feet and taking
minnows.

Catfish are doing well according to Debbie Burkeen. She
said her husband,Steve, and a
friend of his, catch 60 to 70
head each time they go out. I

can't tell .where they fish
because I promised not to but
if you like catfish, go wet a
hook on the bottom around 12
feet. .
I have seen•one gentleman
with a flyrod this fall. He was
having a great time using a
popping bug in the cedar bluff
area. Most of the longear sunfish and bluegill that he was
catching were small but they
were plentiful and scrappy.
The larger bluegill are down
about five feet right now so a
cricket or black rooster tail
spinner would really do the
trick on ultra light tackle.
Please get out and enjoy the
beautiful outdoors that surrounds us. We are missing
some of the most beautiful
sights in the world for ball
games or soap operas. Shame,
shame.
HAPPY FISHING!
Things You
May Not Know
The male swan is called a
cob, the female a pen and the
young,cygnets.

Eagles are symbols of a lot
of things to men: freedom,
courage, wildness. They are
objects of great wonder and
attention. Each winter when
eagles migrate into this area
from Wisconsin and Minnesota, hunters, fishermen,
birders and the general public
never fail to stop and gaze
when one of the majestic birds
soars overhead.
Eagles al one time nested in
the mid-Mississippi and Ohio
Valleys, but the pesticide DDT
and man's encroachment into
traditional nesting areas
have long since put an end to
this practice. Now the only
eagles we see come in from
the north in November and
December, and they're usually gone again by March.
But a new project at Land
Between the Lakes will
hopefully change all this.
Biologists at the TVA area
hope to reestablish a population of American bald eagles
that will nest in the west
Kentucky-West Tennegsee
region. Rick Lowe is the 1-13L
wildlife biologist in charge of
the project's field operation.
"What we're doing is called
'eagle hacking," LowLIstated.
"The term is one used by
falconers, and it means
preparing birds of prey to be
hunters. That's not quite the
right adaptation in this case,
but New York state biologists
used the term in a similar project,and it stuck."
Lowe said the basis for the
eagle "hacking" is really.
quite simple. Eagles have a
strong instinct to nest in the
same area where they first
flew (fledged). If a pair of
newly-hatched eagles could be
raised and released in this
area for their first flight,
hopefully they would return in
4-5 years when they are ready
to raise young. But if the concept is simple,
the rest was hard work. 1.31.
biologists and specialists from
the Tennessee
Wildlife
Resources Agency planned to
share a joint project, and
Reelfoot Lake was initially
tabbed as the hacking site.
The target date for getting the
eagles was 1981.
"But earlier this year we got
a call from Wisconsin, and
they said they'd had a boom
nesting season for eagles, and
if we could gear up a year
ahead of time, we could get
birds immediately," Rick
Lowe continued. "The Tennessee Wildlife Resources

GIN SAFETY...
IT'S OP TO MN

A "hacking" propict In the Land Between the Lakes has the •ventual goal of
blIshing a nesting population of eagles in the west Kentuckyffennessee area
Hopefully two young birds which fledged In LBL's Pryor Bay will nest In the region when
they reach sexual maturity (4-5 years). At present both eagles are spending their time on
Barkley Lake, and their location Is checked daily by LBL personnel.
Mune by Mode Somme)
Agency said it couldn't be
ready: We had the funds, and
all parties decided that Land
Between the Lakes would be
the hacking site."
A nesting tower was quickly
constructed at the back of
Pryor Bay in the Tennessee
portion of Land Between the
Lakes. A second tower was
built nearby so the birds could
be led— and observed.
Everything was ready when
the two young eagles from
separate
nests) were
delivered on June 28.
"After putting them in their
cage, we took great pains to
minimize their contact with
humans," Lowe continued.
"We didn't want them to
associate humans with food.
We kept strictly out of sight,
working behind screens and
ferrying their food to the nest
by a pulley/tray device. The
eagles were constantly
monitored during daylight
hours."
Several problems were encountered. The first one was
getting the birds to eat.
Neither would take fish from
the tray, and the fast continued for several days. The
biologists were ready to force
feed the eagles when they
finally started to eat. :After
that first banquet they readily
consumed the fish, venison,
groundhog and other mammels ferried over on the tray.
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Don't shoot unless absolutely
sure of your target and what
•is beyond it

Murray Bait Co.

storey's
FoodOlani

Fred Gardner. Owner

Wholesale Live Bait

Open 7 Days A Week

Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Phone
502-753-5693

Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

appy Holiday Travel Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE
GRAYSON McCLURI
fake 94 lost out of Murray for 7 moles Turn roght on 280
Follow 280 lor I macs post Bonner's Grocery rose
blacktop ,010 Ponoramcrand follow blacktop to your rogho

Telephone,502-436.S483

The next big problem was
the heat. The young eagles
withstood three straight
weeks when the daily
temperature reached 100
degrees or above. The birds
responded by spreading their
wings to catch whatever
breeze was stirring and to
release whatever body heat
they could.
Soon the eagles were testing
their wings. "They would grip
a limb with their feet and beat
their wings like they were trying to pick it up," Lowe said.
Eagles in the wild fly at 131s
weeks of age, but the LBL
birds were held in the cage until 15 weeks. Lowe said that
the LBL staff wanted to be
sure the birds would be strong
flyers when released. Also,
plans called for two
transmittors to be placed on
each eagle. One would be put
on the back via a harness. The
other would be sewn into the
tail feathers. If these feathers
weren't fully mature when
pierced by the needle, they
would fall out and the
transinittor would be lost.
Thus the extra delay in letting
the birds go.
The big day came on August
10. LBL manager Frank
Holland climbed the tower and
removed one side of the conduit cage. The male immediately hopped out onto the
catwalk railing and perched
there for approximately 45
minutes. Finally the female

lunged at him ( Lowe said she
was a bully I, missed and fell
off the tower. It was a question
of hit the ground or fly, and
she flew some 200 yards
across' the bay. The male
followed some 45 minutes
later, and both birds were now
free.
Food was left along the
lakeshore, and both birds
started developing their instincts to hunt. Over the weeks
the offerings of food were
eliminated and now the birds
were truly on their own.
"At this time the eagles
have migrated several miles
up Barkley Lake, and they're
acting just like wild birds,"
Lowe stated. "They're soaring
and vocalizing (calling).
We've observed them feeding
on several occasions. They
don't stay right together, but
they do stay in the same
general vicinity."
So far, so good. But will the
birds return to nest' "There's
no way to answer that question," Lowe responded. "As
they get older, they'll probably migrate out of this area.
All we can do is hope they
return when they're texually
mature and ready to raise
young. We did get one real ray
of hope from results of the
New York project. They hacked a pair of young eagles in
1976, and this year those birds
built a nest and hatched two
eaglets within 75 miles of
where they were released."
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Remington Offers Rim Fire
Silhouette Targets
Remington Arms Company,
Inc., has designed and is now
offering to shooters complete
sets of regulation rim fire
metallic silhouette targets.
These are completely authentic targets made to National
Rifle Association specifications. The set includes one
each of a chicken, javelins,
turkey and ram.
Shooters can obtain these
"Rambuster" rim
fire
metallic silhouette targets
through any Remington
dealer who displays an official
Remington "Rambuster"
decal in his store.
Such dealers will have a
supply of 25 meter paper practice targets and paper "Rambuster" sighting-in targets,
both with replicas of the metal
animal silhouettes. The back
of these targets provides basic

information on the history and
rules for all types of metallic
silhouette competition.
Shooters can also obtain
special coupons from their
dealers enabling them to obtain sets of the actual metal
targets. To obtain a set, the
shooter fills out the coupon
and mails it to the Remington
Metallic Silhouette Offer,
Bridgeport,
Connecticut
06602, with $10.95 and two end
flaps from a 500 cartridge
"brick" of Remington rim fire
ammunition, or the labels
from five 100-Paks of the same
ammunition. A set of "Rambuster" targeti will then be
shipped directly to the
shooter's home address.
Some dealers may also have
sets of Remington "Rambuster" targets for direct sale
at their store.
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FOUR WHEEZING

By Moms Brooks Jr
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Weekend At Piney
Lots Of Fun

SUNDAY,OCT.5
Eagles at LI3L — Eagles were once year-round residents of
this area. Now they are usually found here during the winter
months. Learn about eagle management at LBL and efforts
to reestablish a nesting population of eagles. 1 p.m. Center
Station.
Hunters in the Sky — A look at birds of prey (hawks, owls,
and eagles) in LI31. and the role they play in the balance of
nature during a I/2 hour slide program,followed by a 1 42 hour
field trip. 2 p.m. Center Station.
SUNDAY,OCT.5 to SATURDAY,OCT.11
National Hawk-Watching Week — Hawks and other birds of
prey are important members of wildlife communities. This
week has been designated "National Hawk Watching Week"
to increase people's understanding and appreciation of these
majestic birds.
•
TUESDAY,OCT.7 to SUNDAY,OCT. 12
Makin' Molasses—One of nature's best sweetners can still
be found at Empire Point. Join with neighbors and friends to
"work up" the sorghum crop and taste-test the results. 9:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. daily, Empire Point. Groups preregister by
contacting Program Coordinator.
WEDNESDAY,OCT.8
Bow Season — First segment of the split bow season opens.
FRIDAY,OCT. 10
Astronomy's Greatest Hits — A planetarium program
followed by an outdoor astronomy session. Telescope viewing.8 p.m. Golden Pond Visitors Center Theater,
Managing Land For Wildlife — Explore 1,131.'s resource
management program and learn how it benefits our wildlife
population. Take home some valuable tips on attracting
wildlife to your land. 2 p.m. Center Station.
Hunter Safety — Hunting accidents should be a major concern to all hunters. We'll look at the causes, prevention, and
first aid treatment of some of these mishaps during this 1hour program. 3:30 p.m. Center Station.
SUNDAY,OCT. 12
Gospel Sing — Return to The Homeplace-1850 and join the
farm family for old gospel singing and hymns. 2 p.m. The
Homeplace-1850.
Our Wildlife Heritage — Exploe the changing relationships
between man and the other animals that share theeenvironment. 2 p.m. Center Station.
The Balance of Nature — Learn more about the basics of
wildlife population dynamics, predator-prey relationships,
food chains,and the effects of wildlife management practices
in maintaining nature's delicate balance. 3:30 p.m. Center
Station.

Another one of those easy to it. Fixed starter. Instructed
left thumb. Ate hot dogs and a
remember weekends last wife to try it. It worked. Profew flies. Repaired folding
week. Having come in early ceeded to wiggle out. Concamp chairs. Split firewood
with the announcement that sidered 'use of jeep winch.
for campfire. Pulled grass and
corn shelling was over for this Wall was in the way. Dog
weeds.
year (it was so poor I'm not returned and licked face
Despite the hectic beginning
sure it really ever started) the again. Considered dog. Tore
it turned out to be a good camwife casually asked if we were buttons off shirt and rubbed ?out. It did rain
of course.
going camping out. After all it back raw. Standing was slow
Never fails. Lots of activities
was the Campers Fair process.
going on. New camper
weekend at Piney. Maybe.
Reached Piney campground displays. Craft shows. Games.
We ate supper about eight at nine o'clock. Asked atten- Square dancing.
Country
o'clock. And it did seem like a dant where the best sites were music. Knife
swapping. A gegood idea to maybe get there a that were still left. He said nuine campers
yard sale. Lots
day early so we'd be sure of full. Asked again. Had never of mighty
fine folks. Dog
getting a good spot. Thursday been to Piney when all sites shows.
Bicycle parades. Open
night it was. It seemed logical. were full. He said they were. house.
The kids were already skyhigh Drove thru entire ramAfter the crowd thinned out
and raring to go.
pground in shocked disbelief. late Sunday we moved over to
The starter whirred! It did Not only were all sites full — a choice spot
right on the river
not take long to figure out that many had two campers parkchannel and enjoyed one of the
the problem was the fact it ed on them.Some even three.
finest sunsets in a long, long
was not touching the flywheel.
Called family council time. Beautiful. Relaxing. A
Poking underneath with a
meeting. Decided to in- perfect place to lay back. And
tobacco stick I soon
vestigate partially completed figure out what needs fixing
discovered why. It was loose. campsites in the wilderness next.
Flopping around loose! Have section. No water. No picnic
Four wheel drives were in
you ever tried to take a size
tables. No electric. No lights. abundance. And some of them
forty-four waist under a low
Several weeds. Made camp in tnighty well fitted out. Campslung motor home? With all
one anyhow.Slept well.
ing and four wheeling seem to
kinds of family help anxiously
Awoke early and came in to be natural companions. And
looking on, I sent for the new
get boys off to school. Return- ttlis is a mighty fine time of
blue hydraulic jack from the
ed Friday night with all camp- year to do either or both. Try
shop. It had only been used
ing gear in truck and looked it. Its amazing how simple life
once. Five ton capacity. Ex- for site with electricity. No can get when
you get out there
pensive. 14o problem. We'll
luck. Set up picnic table. beyond the television.
just jack this thing up and find
Unloaded two bicycles. Fixed
out what's the matter and fix
four flat tires. Whittled sticks
HAPPY FOUR
it.
to cook hot dogs and part of
WHEELING.
Barked four knuckles getting the jack underneath.
7
Barked a piece of head on an
exhaust pipe clamp trying to
see where to put it. Inserted
handle. Worked handle. WorkFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — seven feet below pool and 73 submerged cover and around
ed handle a lot. Barked at Fishing remains generally degrees.
stickups; black bass slow on
wife. Dog came underneath to fair and improving on KenCumberland: Black bass surface lures and artificial
investigate. Jack did not tucky's 15 major lakes as fair to good on the lower lake
nightcrawlers off rocky and
work. Sent help for other jack. water levels
and surface still fishing crawfish and on mud banks; in tailwaters,
Three ton. Used many times. temperatures continue
a slow artificial nightcrawlers days trout slow; clear, falling slowNever failed. Good old Sears decline.
and nights off steep rocky ly, two feet below pool and 72
Roebuck dependability. MashThe lake-by-lake rundown points and slow on the upper degrees.
ed finger, barked other four as reported by the state lake
on
artificial
Laurel: Trout fair at night
knuckles, removed wooly Department of Fish and nightcrawlers at night off
still fishing cheese, corn and
worm from inside of shirt, in- Wildlife Resources:
points; crappie fair on the worms off deep banks; black
formed dog to leave. Worked
Buckhorn: Crappie good lower lake drifting minnows in bass slow on artificial
handle on jack that had never around stickups; black bass deep coves off the main lake
nightcrawlers around
failed. Handle worked fine. fair on surface lures and spin- and slow on the upper lake
stickups; clear, falling slowly.
Jack did not.
submerged
over
cover; in 17 feet below poet and 72
ner baits off points and banks;
Took very deep breath. Wig- bluegill fair in inlets and bays; tailwaters, trout good with
degrees.
gled vigorously. Wondered if clear, stable, PI feet below scattered limits; clear, fallRough River: Black bass
history had ever recorded a summer pool and 78 degrees.
ing, 40 feet below the
front tire blowing • out while
Barren: Black bass good on timberline and 76 degrees.
setting still. Reached location
Cave Run: Musky good on
artificial nightcrawlers and
where it was possible to see crank baits off points and buzz baits in timbered coves;
starter. Problem was obvious. stumpy banks; crappie good black bass slow and improvIt was supposed to be held on
over submerged cover; clear, ing on crank baits in timbered
by two bolts. Only one was stable,one foot below pool and coves; clear, falling slowly,
Probably the earliest
left. Sent wife to shop after
1-2 feet below pool and 74 ,
72 degrees.
whisper a hunter hears are
bolt. She returned with two.
degrees.
Green: Black bass good earSeptember's winds which brOne five inches long. One six
Barkley: Crappie fair over ing cooling nights and
ly and late on surface lures
proinches long. The five inch bolt
and artificial nightcrawlers drop offs and in brush; black mises of another season apwould not reach. The six inch
off points and banks; crappie bass fair on artificial proaching. His wife will catch
bolt was too long, and would
good around tree tops; clear, nightcrawlers in brush in in- him not hearing her words as
not tighten up. Did not have
falling slowly, 3',2 feet below lets and bays and over his mind remembers seasons
five and one half inch bolt.
ciropoffs; in tailwaters, catfish past to better plan the
pool and 69 degrees.
one
Sent wife after a half dozen
Herrington: Black bass fair good, crappie slow; clear, ahead. For harming, say the
flat washers. Tried to breathe.
to good early and late on sur- stable, four feet below pool folks at Daisy Airguns, is one
Dog licked face. Bumped
face lures and spinner baits and 76 degrees.
of the earmarks of a good
head on frame speaking to
Kentucky: Crappie fair over hunter.
and at night on artificial
dog. Wife returned. Bolt worksubmerged
cover
and
around
nightcrawlers off medium
Planning how to get
ed and after four trips
shallow rocky points; crappie stickups; black bass fair on neglected home chores done to
children discovered socket
crank
baits off rocky points; clear the way for time afield..
fair over submerged cover;
that fit well enough to tighten
clear to murky,falling slowly, In tailwaters, catfish slow to . How to find the time to get his
fair; clear to murky, stable, legs, wind,and shooting
eye in
four feet below pool and 76 better condition so opening
degrees.
day exertion won't ache quite
Dale Hollow: Black bass so deeply. . . How
to wangle
fair on surface lures and the hours needed to
work the
shallow runners off deep dogs, get their muscles
rocky points and banks: limbered and feet toughened
walleye fair trolling deep run- to the grind ahead. . . Conning
ners over mud flats; clear, his hunting buddy into cleanstable,five feet below pool and ing up their mud-encrusted
75 degrees '
duck boat and seeing that
Nolin: White bass fair on decoy anchors are restrung.
spinners in jumps; black bass Talking his wife into Sunday
fair on crank baits around drives so he can stop and talk
stumps; clear to murky, to farmers about permission
stable, two feet below pool and to hunt quail or pheasants on
72 degrees.
opening day. . . Wondering if
Grayson Crappie fair over this is the year he should
take

matinsl goal of
yffenn*
area.
In the region when
riding their time on
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Lake-By-Lake Rundown
slow
on
artificial
nightcrawlers off points and
rocky ledges; crappie slow
over submerged cover and
drop offs; clear, falling, 11
feet below pool and 74 degrees.
Fishtrap: Crappie slow
around stickups; catfish slow
still fishing cut bait over old
river channel; clear to murky,
falling, eight feet below pool
and 72 degrees.
Dewey: Crappie slow
around stickups and tree tops;
clear to murky, stable at pool
and 72 degrees.

Cooling Nights And
September's Winds
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along his young son and let
him carry a BB gun as he
teaches him the rules and lore
of hunting. . . Pondering if his
thinning hunting togs will hold
up yet another 'year to hold
down expenses. These and a
hundred other thoughts
challenge him and heighten
anticipation.
But, conclude the Daisy
folks, he'll somehow manage
to put it all together and be
there opening day. That's
because he's a hunter who
hears the winds, and
remembers!

Kentucky Afield
By John Wilson
Kentucky's bowhunting
deer season opened Oct. 1 and
the big news this year is that
archers may take two deer.
Back in the good old days
(that is, prior to this season )
the lucky bow hunter who
went out opening day and took
his deer after maybe only an
hour or two of hunting was
through for the season. But
this year, he may purchase a
"second deer" permit and
continue to hunt.
If he takes the first deer by
bow, he may use his second
permit to bow hunt, gun hunt
during the Nov. 8-10 and Dec.
6-8 gun seasons or, if he still
hasn't taken that elusive second deer, use a crossbow during the special crossbow only
season Dec. 21-31.
But after he takes deer
number two, that's all. Under
no circumstances may a
hunter legally take more than
two deer in Kentucky this
season.
If you haven't bought your
deer permit yet, remember
that the "first deer" permit
and the "second deer" permit
are different. Make sure you
ask for the right one. Each
permit costs $10.50.
The first permit, of course,
is for the hunter who hasn't
already taken a deer. This
permit is blue and has a complete rundown of deer hunting
regulations and a list of check
stations attached to it.
A portion of this permit has
a space for hunters to punch
out a circle to indicate the
method — gun or archery —
used to take the deer. According to fish and wildlife
regulations, this section must
be punched before the deer is
moved.
This section of the permit is
then presented to the check
station operator nearest to
where the deer was taken ( or
to the nearest available conservation officer) who will
validate the permit. This sec-

lion of the permit must be retained if the hunter wishes to
hunt for a second deer.
The second deer permit
( this one is white and has
nothing attached to it can be
used only after a hunter has
taken his first deer. It IS NOT
VALID UNLESS IT IS ACCOMPANIED BY THE PROPERLY PUNCHED AND
VALIDATED PORTION OF
THE FIRST PERMIT. This is
because this portion of the
first permit shows how the
first deer was taken, and only
one deer may be taken by gun.
except on certain special
management areas — see the
deer guide attached to your
first permit for all details.
Other than the two-tag, twodeer change, other bowhunting regulations remain pretty
much the same. Bow hunters
may take either antlered or
antlerless deer in all open
counties.
Estill, Floyd, (except

re
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Catfish
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Illowsloss Catfish
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11 s the sale you ye been
waiting tor' We ye cut the
our Eyinruclet motors
. now in Stock Stop in now and SAVE

Spertueseoe's Merlon
Route 5• Highway 68
At Jonathan Creek
Benton, Ky. 42025
502/354-6568

a
641 South
753-1372
k
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Cain's, AMC Jeep

SIDING
Al's
Home Improvement
' Quality Workmanship
and Materials
Siding - Windows - Awnings - Doors Precast Unit Steps - Railings - Complete
Remodeling - KitchPns - Rec Rooms

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

ADAMS
FISH MARKET

prices on

IK

Irina

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%
%
....
...
ele

Don't let this one
get away

900 Sycamore
753-5142

111110 IS, 1 1,111

Dewey Lake Wildlife Management Area), Johnson, Knott,
Knox, Lincoln, Magoffin, Martin and Perry counties are
closed to all deer hunting,
whether by gun, bow or
crossbow.
Several wildlife management areas are closed to hunting or have other special deer
regulations. These are detailed in the deer guide, along
with requirements for legal
archery equipment and other
interesting facts every deer
hunter should know.
So buy your tag early and
spend some time reading over
all the rules and requirements
for deer hunting — it could
save you some trouble. And if
you are not required to purchase a license or a deer permit, write the Department of
Fish and Wildlife, Division of
Law Enforcement, Frankfort,
KY 40601 for a copy of this
year's deer hunting regulations.

S. 12th ST.
New Ownership
Formerly Watson s Fish Market 7591208 i

BUCKS
BODY SHOP

ate Park

! Ski
act StorageI, Bait

Randy Taylor hreagitt In the first doer of the seamen, which
Ise killed with a Illertea Compenned New,.5 20 yards. Taylor's heck was. eight pointer.

"We coirer not only siding
reerleanal-"

64).North

753-6448

Rt. 5 Box 2059

but windows, deer casings

FREE ESTIMATES
436-2802

telarrery

C1F.Sk$
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Child Abuse
2. Notice

Help For Families
Hurt By Abuse

The
Hidden
Hurt
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
the fourth of a four-part series
exploring the possible causes
of child abuse and solutions to
the problem.
FRANKFORT, Ky. --- What
happens to a family caught up
in the cycle of child abuse?
The cycle may stop only
viten that family gets outside
help, says Dr. Susan Turner, a
psychologist for the state's
Department for Human
Resources. She believes the

best help collies through
counseling by qualified professionals and through various
parent support groups.
who
Parents
find
themselves unable to control
their abusive behavior can
voluntarily request help from
a number of private and
public sources,said Turner.
But what happens to parents
and children when suspected
abuse is reported to
authorities?

•
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ANC'THEN &JESS WHAT,
CHUCK ..T415 KID CALLED
ME "GOLF BALL NOSE"

50 I FIEURED YOU KNOW
WHAT IT'S LIKE BEING
CALLED NAMES ALL THE
TIME BECAUSE YOU'RE
50 NET AND EVERYTHIN6

"Our first concern is for the
children," said Ben McClellan
of the department's Bureau
for Social Services. The
bureau is the state agency that
receives and investtgates
reports of child abuse and
neglect.
Our goal is for these
children and their parents to
experience as normal a family
life as possible," said McClellan. Last year, in cases investigated
by- Human
Resources, 96.7 percent of the
children were able to remain
with their families after professional help was made
available by the department.
Social workers in county
social services offices provide
the bulk of counseling and
'referrals to both abused
children and their parents.
If necessary, medical aggentian is given to abuse.d
children immediately. In extreme cases, a court order is
issued for emergency removal
of the child from the home.
McClellan said relatives of the
children are sought who are
able to keep them and guarcl
them from being caught up irt
family conflicts." If temporary housing with relatives
is not available or in the best
interest of the child, the child
may be placed in foster care.
Meanwhile, social workers
counsel with parents and other
family members to determine
what triggered the abuse or
negleCt. The family may be
referred to one of the state's 15
comprehensive care centers
for psychological counseling,
marriage counseling or'financial advice, depending on the
cause of the abuse problem.
Families may receive support
services, like homemaker
assistance, medical advice
and family counseling through
local health departments.
Parents or guardians may
choose to attend meetings of
Parents Anonymous, a national self-help organization
for akusive parents. At
meetings, parents discuss
their problems with others
who have had similar experiences.
Social workers assess the
physcial and behaviorial

needs of the abused child.
Children may also be referred
to professional family
counseling agencies. "If there
are psychological needs, we
will try to involve the children
in a professional treatment
program," McClellan said.
The Human Resources
Department's social workers
and mental health professionals work with a number of
facilities and programs that
provide help to children who
suffer more extreme physical,
mental or emotional injuries

Abusing Families Can
Get Help From Sources
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky families caught up in
the cycle of child abuse and
neglect can get help from a
variety of sources.
One source is the state's
Bureau for Social Services,
part of the Department for
Human Resources. Social Services has an office in every
county. Bureau staff can offer
direct help or can provide information about other kinds of
help through community
agencies. There is no fee
charged by the Bureau for
Social Services.
In urban -areas there often
are agencies that specialize in
services to families and
children. Many of them base
their fees on clients' incomes.
There also are a number of
private
physicians,
psychologists, counselors and
other professionals who can
help. •
The Bureau for Social Services can provide information
about services in each county
or community.. Family physicians, local health departments and law enforcement
agencies also may be able to
refer parents to sources of
help.
The Bureau for Social Services is listevl in the telephone
book's white pages under Kentucky state government,
Department for Human
Resources.
Throughout the state, there
are 15 regional comprehensive
Synikile"

AND THAT'S WHY I
CALLED, CHUCK, AND
YOU'VE MADE ME FEEL
A LOT BETTER
,..THANKS CHUCK

516H)
74

/0

WHY AREN'T YOU
RUNNING LIKE
THE REST
OF US?

AW, IT CANT BE
MUCH OF A FIRE ---

because of parental abuse or
neglect'
Unless suspected child
abuse and neglect cases are
reported, a family may not be
able to break the cycle of
abuse. If you suspect a child is
being abused or neglected, or
if you sense abusive behavior
in your own family, phone
your local Bureau for Social
Services office. It's listed in
the telephone book's white
pages under Kentucky state
government, Department for
Human Resources.

IT S AT THE

ASBESTOS
FACTORY

FiRE
DEPT

care centers that provide
counseling services on an outpatient basis. Clients are
charged on in income-based
sliding scale.
In addition there are active
chapters of
Parents
Anonymous in 10 communities
in the state. Parents
Anonymous is a national selfhelp organization for parentr
who abuse their children or
feel they may border on
behavior.
abusive
At
meetings, parents and guardians talk about their problems with others who have
had similar experiences or.
feelings. Some chapters have
meetings for abused children
to help them deal with the problems in their families. In
Bowling Green a new Teens
_Anonymous chapter has been
started. Other chapters may
be established elsewhere in
the state.
Plans are under way to
organize Parents Anonymous
chapters in these communities: Glasgow, Belfry
(Pike County), Scottsville,
Pikeville,
Frankfort,
Elizabethtown, Hopkinsville,
Pt. Campbell and Ashland.
Here is a list of Kentucky
Parents Anonymous chapters
and their sponsors:
*Murray, Deanna Wolf 7535995)
*Bowling Green, Barry Carroll, (745-4041) or Brenda
Williams (842-3209)
*Covington, Cathy Mains
(431-17881 or Dr. Lynn White
(411-8658)
*Lexington, Flo Lankster
(252-1456)
'Louisville, Sally Connally
(893-3090)
*Madisonville,
Edith
Brewer (825-4015)
'Owensboro, Jackie Peveler
(685-1313)
'Paducah, Lois Skipworth
(443-9337)
*Danville, John Fulton ( 2362726)
*Richmond, Emily Egbert
(622-1579) or Ruth Davis 6221972

Apperson To Speak
At Meeting Of
Retired Teachers

Ar\;
but;
10 79.

r ••••- - A- PAY
-

ea Fe•turp Synarcale

EITHER ,JACKET PAY,
CAP PAY, BAT PAY, CAMERA
PAY' PAN APPRECIATION DAY
OR LUCKY SEAT PAY
IT
'
S

The Calloway County
Retired Teachers will meet at
1:30 p.m. Monday, Oct. 6, at
the Ellis Community Center.
Walt Apperson, publisher of
The Murray Ledger & Times
will speak. Refreshments will
be served. All retired teachers
are invited to attend, according to a spokesman.

Local Democratic
Headquarters To Open

YOUR SHOELACES COULD
BE THE LIRE OF

THE PARTY!

N
.
71 THE PHANTOM INTERRUPTS THE ELEPHANT
I HUNT-

BAN6OAS6".

a
ONG
• 11
0

Alit74011

The Calloway County
Democratic Headquarters,
located at 4th and Sycamore
Streets, will be officially opened at 12:30 p.m. Monday, Oct.
6.
Dale Sights 'of Henderson,
state chairman of the CarterMondale campaign, will be on
hand, as well as other state
and local party leaders.
Z.
Enix, Calloway
Democratic chairman, said
the public is invited to attend.

Teens Who Care
Chapters To Hold
Roadblock Saturday

IM MAKING- A CITIZEN'S
ARREST. YOU'RE ALL
UNDER ARREST

CON 712.

The Murray High and
Calloway County High Teens
Who Care will hold ri
roadblock at various intersections from 10:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. Saturday to raise
money for senior citizens.
The Murray High okopter
met Monday to make plans for
the roablock and for -AV
Halloween party for retarded
children set for 6:30 p.m. Oct
21.

6. Herp-Wint
-W

Autumn it here
(a.
aeon...rental portraits are
beautiful at this rinse of tht
ye01
Order your photo
Christmas Cards today..

[
HELP WANTED

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
NANNY

CARTER STUDIO
• 304 Mom n

McKee!)
We Love You

75.1 11298

Customers of 501 it you have
not received your cancelV
check from your bank please
contact 501 in Fulton

NOTICE
Effective
immediately
to all
mobile
home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also hove
homes for rent.
753-3280.
Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.
For Sale
14 Ft. V Bottom Boat
with 18 h. p. Evinrude
motor and trailer.
$550. Call 492-8515.
If You
Need Them
Airport
489-24 1 4
Ambulance . 753-9332
Comp. Care . . 753-6622
Fire (City)
911
Fire (County) .. 753-6952
Foster Parents . 753-5 362
Hospital
- 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849

Nave a

Delicious

Deli

San

at

dwich lot lunch today

DIXIE
CREAM
DONUTS
1 006 Chestnut
Your

choice:

Ham,

Turkey,

Pastrami,

tomato,

pickle,

Seel

lettuce,

on

baked

French roll

Buy one for $1.20 Get
p. second one for 75'
p.
WITH THIS AD

Navy.
Still
plenty

of room
atthe
top.

Humane Soc. .. 759-4 1 4 I
Learn To Read. . 75,3-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents-Anon. 753-1 792
Poison Control 753-7588
Police . . . ..... 9 1 I
Rescue Squad . . 753-6952
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Sheriff '
753-31 51
State Poll -800-592-5401
Thi:, list of telephone
numbers

published

is

through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger IL Times
and the Social Concerns
Committee. Readers ore
urged to clip the list and
keep it handy
telephone.

near

the

Customers of 501 if you have
not received your canceled
check from your bank, please
contact 501 in Fulton

ITS A
FACT
Free grf t wrapping is is
specialty at:

Starks
Hardware
12th &Poplar
/53 1227

11 1 he ',is ). the kiretliti to
overt:mne the challenge
01 he slo.

I

il pilot oar flight
the driver's
seal to Fig adventure, challenge and pure excitement:N:14,11 as laitiin is your
opport un i v to add wings •'
1,,
cimllcge degree.
‘011 have thiLquatilics
oil leadership and the
capacitv for
insihiliJy
why not pill flight in your
future?
For more information,
call loll-free WO-54144000.
I In Georgia. 50(1-342-5553.i
‘k/11.1C 111

"Inspiration of the Bible" - 759-4444.
Children's Bible Story
-759-4445.

ironstone
Christmas
Gifts,
dishes, baby planters, English
tea pots, and many, many more
gifts. Dish & Glass Shoppe, 207

N Poplar, Paris, TN..
LEATHER REPAIR and custom
leather work. Reasonable. Call
753-9736.
The undersigned will sell ot
public sole, for cash, o 1974
international Tractor, serial
number 18427, at 1:00 p.m.
October 9, 1980 at Trucks
Trailers Buses. Route 4,
Murray, Ky. The undersigned
reserves the right to bid
Associate Commercial, Corp
NOTICE '
Save money, buy greeting cards
by the box All kinds, including
large selection of Christmas
cards Phone 753-1712 Come
by 1624 Olive or see Gerald
Waldrop

FOR SALE:

Legal Secretory must be
proficent in use of
memory typewriter and
able to meet the public.
Experience a plus but
will consider closely
related training. Send
Resume to Box 32A

Six men or women with
economical transportation tor
light delivery Good pay apply
10 am to 6 pm.. 107 North 4th
Street, rear office
Wanted 10 telephone receptionists, both day and evening
work, hourly pay and bonus
Temporary lob, no experience
necessary, we will train Apply
10 am Ill 6 pm, 107 North 4th
Street, rear office
/
PROGRAM FR
ANALYST. P.S.R. Com•
putor
in
systems
Murray has an opening
for an
experienced
Programer in RPG-11.
College degree helpful.
Salary commissariat
with experience. Call
753-9694 or send
resume to PSR, 104 N.
5th Murray, Kentucky
42071.
\
Work part time, earn full time.
Only 12 hours per week, earn
$700 per month. If you are
dissatisfied with your present
work and can't make a total
change. this could be your
solution Call 753-4121 to arrange a confidential interview.
Wanted Representative Sales
Person needed by Jim Walter
Homes for this area. This is an
Opportunity to get in on the
ground floor with a large national home building organization.. Straight commission positions available. Million dollar
ad campaign now. Excellent
advancement opportunity for
those wishing to move into
management. Fringe benefits
for salaried employees include
12 year profit sharing program,
stock purchase investment program. life and hospitalization
insurance. Must have honest
character,, good personality, be
ready and willing to follow up
leads and seek out and talk to
home building prospects. Contact George Ross, phone (502)
442-7368.. Jim Walter Homes.
Inc.. an equal opportunity
employer.
Wanted sincere Christian men
and women, full arid part time
to loin our nationwide crusade,
assisting church congregations
in. your area in a dramatic new
fund raising program. Call toll
free. .now!
Administrative
assistant 1-800-251.1540. Join
this crusade...now' lot Corp.,
P.0 Box 564. Franklin, TN
37064
Would like for someone to mow
2 yards Call 753-6876

NAVY OFFICERS
GET RESPONSIBILITY
FAST.

3.-Card ofThanks
This is in thanks to Don B
Grubbs for cleaning Freeland
Cemetary
Many years graves unseen
All are gone who kept them
clean
But Don B Grubbs, no kin to
the dead
Cleaned every grave from foot
to head.
Not only graves. but all
between
And now every marker is plainly
seen.
By Oury Limns

6. Help Wanted
Church custodian needed Apply by sending application to
P 0 Box 321.
Help wanted. Lynn Grove Cafe
435-4171

Woman to stay with elderly
lady, each ,week from 9 AM on
Saturday until 8 AM on Monday. Call 753-3161 or 1533171.

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade for house in
Murray - Large country home
situated on 5 acres located at
Wiswell. Call 753-5233 after 6
pm•

14. Want To Buy
Relics from Civil War. SpanishAmerican War. World War I.
Mini-balls, swords, bayonettes,
guns, pictures, buttons, etc.
Call 753-3377 from 8-4, ask for
Kent or Jean

15. Articles For Sale
Black. new Ashley wood stove
Also 6 ricks of firewood. Call
753-0649 after 4:30 pm.
Craftsman riding mower, 7 hp,
36", $200. Phone 753-4065.
Craftsman saber saw, Sears 8track tape player; -parr of
Jensen
speakers,
Super
Snooper fuzz buster 753-8351

CALCULATORS:
AP.Model 12P
Seers Modal PD 12
Nat Meek' 1190
limier•owl
Medal 591
Under wrectil ht01161
Delu• 4112
Under weed Medal
4111

sioo oo
100 00
100 00

100 00
100 00
100 00

TypewrItrir:
F•clf Mammal
100 00
Each ores Is In geed cm.
&tins wed reody ler ate
Metal

1-11sepe

desk

SIO0 00, Amides'
chafe 550 00

AVERY
LUMBER
CO.
Coll Iiitwoeso S • as wed 3
• (9011247-3761

HEATING AND COOLING
PLANT OPERATOR
Seeking on individual with specialized
electrical, refrigeration, or boiler
operation training. Applicants with 2
years experience in central plant
operation prefered. Will be required to
interpret the cause of readings on
gauges and meters of boilers, chillers
or related equipment. Must be capable
of performing varied types of
mechanical operations. Contact Personnel Services, -Second floor, Sparks
Hall, Murray State. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
•

••

BEST COPY AV/MLA
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6. Help Wanted
HELP WANTED
Legal Secretary must be
proficent in use of
memory typewriter and
able to meet the public.
Experience a plus but
will consider closely
related training. Send
Resume to Box 31A

Six men or women with
economical transportation for
light delivery. Good pay Apply
10 am to 6 pm,. 101 North 4th
Street. rear office
Wanted 10 telephone receptionists. both day and evening
work, hourly pay and bonus
Temporary job, no experience
necessary, we will train Apply
10 am til 6 pm, 107 North 4th
Street rear office
PROGRAMER
ANALYST. P.S.R. Com
putor systems in
Murray has an opening
for an experienced
Programer in RPG-11.
College degree helpful.
Salary commissariat
with experience. Call
753-9694 or send
resume to PSR, 104 N.
5th Murray, Kentucky
42071.

6

Work part time, earn full time.
Only 12 hours per week, earn
$700 per month. If you are
dissatisfied with your present
work and can't make a total
change, this could be your
solution. Call 1534121 to arrange a confidential interview.
Wanted Representative Sales
Person needed by Jim Walter
Homes for this area. This is an
opportunity to get in on the
ground floor with a large national home building organization. Straight commission positions available. Million dollar
ad campaign now. Excellent
advancement opportunity for
those wishing to move into
management. Fringe benefits
for salaried employees include
12 year profit sharing program,
stock purchase investment program. life and hospitalization
insurance. Must have honest
character,, good personality, be
ready and willing to follow up
leads and seek out and talk to
home building prospects Contact George Ross, phone (502)
442-7368., Jim Walter Homes,
Inc., an equal opportunity
employer.
Wanted sincere Christian men
and women, full arid part time
to loin our nationwide crusade,
assisting church congregations
in your area in a dramatic new
fund raising program Call toll
free.-..now! Administrative
assistant 1-800-251-1540. Join
this crusade...now! nil Corp.,
P O. Box 564, Franklin, TN
37064
Would like for someone to mow
2 yards. Call 753-6876.
Woman to stay with elderly
lady, each meek from 9 AM on
Saturday until 8 AM on Monday. Call 753-3161 or 1533171.

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade for house in
Murray - Large country home
situated on 5 acres located at
Wiswell. Call 753-5233 after 6
pm.

14. Want To Buy
Relics from Civil War, SpanishAmerican War. World War I.
Mini-balls, swords, bayonettes
guns, pictures, buttons, etc.
Call 753-3377 from 8-4, ask for
Kent or Jean

15. Articles For Sale
Black new Ashley wood stove
Also 6 ricks of firewood Call
753-0649 after 4:30 pm.
Craftsman riding mower, 7 hp,
36", $200. Phone 753-4065
Craftsman saber saw, Sears 8track tape player; -parr of
Jensen speakers, Super
Snooper fuzz buster. 753-8351

D COOLING
ERATOR

I with specialized
ition, or boiler
Applicants with 2
in central plant
sill be required to
of readings on
)f boilers, chillers
. Must be capable
vied types of
is. Contact Perond floor, Sparks
. An Equal Op-

15. Articles For Sale
Hides and furs. Custom made
belts moccasins, billfolds,
purses, chaps, gun cases,
clothing 753-9736.
New men's genuine cowhide
leater coat Size 52 Call 7538809.
Set of snap-on tools, 3 drawer
chest and cabinet. Will take
best offer. CaH-753-7228

24. Miscellaneous

30. Business Rental

4311tiii Estate

41 Real Estate

50. Used Trucks

Income property Small apart- 1950 GMC pickup, 321 rebuilt
ment building, fully rented, ex- engine. 1967 Elcomino body
cellent income For sale by Call 436-2439 after 4 30
owner Low $20s Call 753- 51. Campers
8742
TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom
made and repaired. Reasonable
WOODED IOTP lltaf• only
rates Free estimates Call 753One Of the use things about
9736
this lovely home located at
1978 Vega pop-up.umper, ex1517 Johnson It includes 3
cellent condition, lot's of exbedrooms living room and
formal dining room ond both
tras Call 7,53-4112 or after
Also has fenced bosh yard and
4 30. 753-7795 ask for Kenny

Firewood for sale Call 437
4731
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18'
or 24". Also custom cut sizes
489-2327
Wood for sale Call 436-2758

53.Services Offered
me

Small well constructed
C•vismi•rclol
and
house on 94 E. Close to
▪•sidentiel
Shingle
S lake on '
l ,./ acres. Over
sad built-sop reefs
'S 600 ft of highway fronRefer enc•s all 'seri.
tage. Call today for an
gmaronte•el 759-4512
appointment. Reduced
• 7511-11159.
to only $17,500.
25. Business Services
S
INDUSTRIAL SHEETMETAL
A
LEATHER REPAIR and custom
a 109 Acre cattle farm
Large building for rent.
WORK
Call
Calhoun
leather work. Reasonable. Call
on
Highway
280.
Fenc2
Hoist
front.
in
bays
4
for gutters,
753-9736.
16. Home Furnishings Sheetmetal
ed,
cross-fenced,
corlarge
Extra
boys.
bock
downspouts, fleshings, fascia,
ral,
loading
Electrician and gas inLicinsed
chute,
rooms. Call 753-8511
Bassett dining table with 6 or metal building repair Quali4
4 lovely patio lots of
other ez
4 year-round water, w/2 k
stallation, heating installanon
high back chairs, Bassett ty work guaranteed References
tro
s
have
or see at 808 Coldwater
been
added
yo
the
Boats and Motors and repairs. Call 753-7203
bedroom mobile 4 4444 home to moire n more en
queen size bed, wicker fur- furnished upon request. Barry
Rood.
home. Also included
ioyable Just call we II pub
lit Alumni-Craft ion boat Easy Mobile homes-Moved Insured
niture, charcoal grill, many Calhoun, 502247-8155
you up
Rider trailer, 24 hp Johnson,. state licensed Unblocked and
are .47 head of
more items. 753-0119 after 5 26. TV-Radio
31.Want To Rent
boat and trailer like new 153' blocked Also service work
.Hereford
l
cattle. One of
Pm.
For sale Cobra 89 XLR CB with Three or four bedroom brick 2935
the best cattle farms 44 JOHN SMITH
Benton. 1-521-8740.
Like new 11 cubic foot upright Turner power mike and
About
that
cute
little
cottage
he
promisedS
Star- home in city limits, for small
\ in the country.
Reduced for quick sale, 28! Need work on your trees? Toppfreezer. $225. Phone 753-5865 duster antenna. Call 492-8604.
you
make
sure
family. 753-8735
it's insulated."
ChrisCraft Cruiser, many extras, ing, pruning. shaping, comdays. 753-5108 after 530.
430.1•311
imam Immo
SOW 111111.••••• - 114-7 476
G.E. 10" color t.v. Call 767- Wantsd to rent. Unfurnished
cabin like new, full galley, plete removal and more Celt
6
753.5720
Wood antique, regular size bed, 2548 after 5 pm
-aglair
Proud..Rom
17
sleeps 4. Radio, depth-finder, BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
house for family of five - prefer 34. Houses For Rent
Logi. Raw - 753-34011
43. Real Estate
OF /HOMES/
good curtain rods. Call 7534.,Shoomul... Arag.**-.•
hardtop, full canvas Can be professional tree care. 753
Stereo !With 8-track player- Calloway County occupancy by Three big room house
5395 after 4 pm
133-9314
fof
seen at Sportsman Marina 8536
recorder, 875 Call Brown's November 1st Reply to B All nice furniture, rent CHOOSE ELEGANCE. Feel like
,W1
air walking through a movie star's
Whirlpool washer, 6 months Grove Trading Post,
Kentucky Lake, Highway 68 at
435-4555 Toth, 18244 Five Pts., Detroit, conditioner, wood stove or elec- home with 11
Murray-Calloway \
753.7411
crystal tiffany
old, 4 cylce, 2-speed, white
MI 48240 - include phone
Jonathon Creek First $4 750 Parnttng, paperhanging, comAROUND
!Hi
f
mercial or residential Farm
(meaty Realty
tric, carpet, front and back chandeliers' Don't lust walk!
Best offer. Call 753-0450 ex- 27. Mobile Home Sales number.
takes it, Call 1812! 882-8303
buildings, etc. 20 years exbuilt-in porch. $65 per month. You can live in this 3 bedroom.
(502)7534146
tension 285, nights 759-4467. 1974 Atlantic 3 bedroom, 2
53. Services Offered
perience Free ettmates 759East of Almo. 153-6791.
304 N. 1211.51.
2 bath home priced in the 5
baths. $4000
Financing 32. Apts. For Rent
Murray, Ky. 42071
- 1987.
19. Farm Equipment available at low rate 753-0187 Apartments for rent, near Two bedrom all electric home $60's Architect designed large
44. Lots For Sale
Concrete and block I. Weddings; Portroits; Special
near University. $175 per mon- living, dining, and family room
downtown. Call 753-4109.
Disc blades and 3 point after 5 pm
Beautiful wooded one acre
Occasions: Remember thr
work. Block garages,
seeders. See them before you 1972 Bassett, 12x70, 3 Furnished apartment Air and th, $100 deposit. Call 153. This one needs to be seen to be Does Price Count? You bet it building lot. Call 753-0091
Good Times with Photos from
completely
appreciated.
In
adbasements,
driveways,
buy! Vinson Tractor Co., 753- bedrooms, 2 baths, unfurnish- carpeting One block from 9829 after 5 pm.
does! 2 bedroom brick on 46. Homes
For Sale
dition to the 2 acre lot, a
CARTER STUDIO
walks, patios, steps.
4892
ed, central gas heat, extra large University. $110 per month Two bedroom furnished house, 24x40 building with basement. beautiful acre lot surrounded
Fret
By
owner
2 Story log home, on
estiseistas. Charles
304 Main
753 8298
near University. Call 753-1451. previously an antique shop For by mature trees. Bright, sunny
For sale Combine 1660, both rooms, recently redecorated. 759-4538.
Bernett, 753.5476.
kitchen, dining room. large liv- large wooded lot, near Paris
headers, field ready Call after Call 759-1786 after 4 pm.
Stop! For all your repair needs,
Furnished one bedroom apart- 37. Livestock-Supplies your private viewing call Spann ing room with wood burning Landing. Beautiful natural
6 pm, 753-5156.
Realty Associates, 753-7124.
Double wide 24x52, 3 ment, Zimmerman Apartments, Leather
fireplace ..And
best of wood interior, heat efficient Concrete and block work. Block roofing. carpentry plumbing
repair and custom
International grain drill, 13 bedrooms, bath and a half, South 16th Street. 753-6609. work. Chaps, belts, moccasins,
all...Priced in the 820!s. For fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 11,2 garages, basements driveways, and electrical work: look no
shoots, like new. Also a hay new carpet. $8500. Located in For rent: Attractive 2 bedroom gun cases,, billfolds, saddlecomfort and value, compare baths Financing available to walks, patios, steps, free more! Call 753-9226 or 75rake, new Idea. Call after 4 pm, Graves county 382-2330.
with anything you may have qualified buyer. (901) 642- estimates. Charles Barnett, 9623:We'll do your job large or
duplex, all appliances furnish- bags. 753-9736.
small -All work done to your
753-6210
,
seen Offered bu Century 21 9265
1974 Furnished mobile home, ed, near M.S.U. 753-5791.
753-5476
38. Pets-Supplies
satisfaction
Loretta Jobs, Realtors - 753- By owner: 3 bedroom brick,
New Goodyear, Firestone, and 12x65. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
CARPET
CLEANING.
1492
Traitor
work, bushhogging,
B F G farm tires on farm tire Large lot with city water. Cen- New duplex for rent or sale! 2 AKC registered Cocker Spaniel
north
of
Kirksey
on
gravel
road,
753-1222
Guaranteed. References. Free
plowing. discing.'blade work.
service. Vincent Tractor Com- tral electric heat and air. bedroom plus carport. All ap- puppies, Buff and white. Call
approximately Is acre with estimates. 753-9736.
after
753-9459
5 pm.
Located 216miles from town. pliances furnished with washer
gardens Free estimates.
pany, 753-4892.
stock barn. Equity and assume
For appliance repair, refrigera- 753-7400 or 753-2632
This will sell quickly at $8900. and dryer hookup. No pets. Call AKC Minature Dachshund pup91'2% VA loan. Call 489-2798.
ASSUME LOW
54' Transport Auger, like new, Call Murray
tion,
and
small electrical repair
Calloway County 753-2965.
pies. Champion bloodlines. $60
INTEREST LOAN
$1800 435-4265.
Three bedroom brick house and jobs. call Bill Rollins, 753- TENTS AND AWNING'S. custom
Realty, 753-8146,
Just listed, this large
Riveria Apartments. TWO and $75 each. Call 527-9700
made and repaired. Reasonable
house trailer 50x50 body shop. 0762
older home at corner
rates. Free estimates. Call 75320. Sports Equipment:. 19.74 Holly Park, 14'00', 2 bedrooms, refrigerator, range, after 1 pm.
2 acres land on 641, 44/ miles
BOYD-MAJORS
Fireplace
inserts
custom
built.
of 10th and Poplar
bedrooms, furnished, fireplace, disposal, carpet, drapes, Basic and Advanced dog obe9736.
north of Murray. Call 753REAL ESTATE
Almost new 20 guage Mossberg
Fireplace and chimney brick
carpeted, 8x12 patio with awn- washer-dryer hookup, and dience classes. Breed handling,
Streets. Excellent
5618.
Will haul driveway white rock
I
753-8080
shotgun, adiustable choke ing. $13,500.
repair.
Call
after
6
pm.
436dishwasher. 443-3430.
247-0935.
loration close to city
tracking, and protection All
and Ag lime also have any type
47.
$90. Phone 753-9288
Motorcycles
2855.
Professiona I Services
schools,
pablic
Mobile home for sale. 1972 Two bedroorn duplex, private breeds and ages. Professional
of brown- oc-wkite pea 'gravel.
%oh Thu Friendlt
1976 500 Honda, $800. 1971 For all your plumbing in- Also
24 Inch, 10-speed bicycle. Newport,
library, and hospital.
12x60. 3 bedrooms, drive, large yard, for 2 adults, instructor. 436-2858.
do backhoe work. Call
MI111111
500
Triumph,
some
Murray brand, $40. Like new partially furnished,
custom stallation and repair, all work Roger I-tudson.
A good,investment for
central would consider one small 41. Public Sale
753-4545 Or
RETIREES
parts,
$350.
Call 753-2984.
Phone
759-1985 guaranteed. call 753-8950.
only $34,900. Phone
heat, air-conditioned, 200 amp child, no pets. References re753-6763.
.
SPECIAL
pm.
after
4
service pole, steps and under- quired. $140 per month. Water Big yard sale! Thursday, Friday
Kopperud Realty, 753Floyd's General Contracting. Wet basement? We make wet
(also a
22. Musical
and Saturday. October 2nd
1974 Kawasaki 500, excellent You need it done, we can do it.
pinning. Call 345-2735 or 753- furnished' Call 489-2595
1222 for fall time real
basements dr]. work completegood rental
3rd, and 4th. Several antique
Antique walnut player piano, 0225. ask for Roger. •
condition Call 753-9641 or -.For free estimate phone 474- ly
•
estate service.
Two bedroom townhouse apart- items, color t.v , and numerous
Investment)
guarenttell Call or write
excellent condition, $1100.
474-2355.
- AT'S A
8008.
Morgan Construction -Co .
502 N. 5th St. - Two
!Samyo AM-FM stereo with 12x65 Mobile home and lot, ment. Carpet, central heat and odd and end items 3 miles
HONEY FOR
Leather repair. Also chaps. Fence sales at Sears now. Call Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
bedroom, 1 bath frame
Giraud turn table and 8-track 1t,2 miles from town. Call after air, range, refrigerator, east of Hardin lust off Highway
THE MONEY
motorcycles suits, saddle-bags, Sears, 753-2310 for free KY 42001 or call day or night
5 pm. 759-1854. $13,500.
dishwasher, disposer, washer- 80 For information call 1-354,
home, electric heat,
player, $100. Call 753-0387.
Large 4 bedroom, 1
custom leather seats. Call 753- estimate for your needs.
1-442-7026
living-dining room,
1974 Mobile home, 12x68, 2 dryer hookup. Call 753-7559 or 6691.
bath, well maintained
9736.
Nice electric guitar and case, bedrooms, 2 baths, completely 753-7550.
carpeted, 1'2 basefor girls, women anc
Clothing
older home with lots of
$75. Call Brown's Grove furnished. Call 753-6709 after Two bedroom, central vacuum,
MX-I00 Yamaha, good condtOrder wood
ment. Small yard for
men. Many 2 and 3 piece
character. Must be
Trading Post, 435-4555.
NIP 'N TUCK
tion. Call 435-4238 after 5 pm
Early Before
5 pm.
easy maintenance.
all appliances, washer and 'women's suits, leans, men's
seen inside to apWeather!
Walking distance to
Bad
Used Bundy tenor saxaphone 12x60 Two bedroom, living dryer hookup, central heat and lackets and slacks. Curtains.
UPHOLSTERY
XL-125
Honda
for sale, 1978
preciate. Economical
downtown. Only
with case. Excellent condition. room, dining room, kitchen, air. Call 753-2437 or 753- AM-FM car stereos, color organ
Call 753-5648
model. Call any time, 492central gas heat, gas
Rt, 2,
8146.
Call 753-4333 after 4 pm
16,900.00.
sheets,
after 4 p.m.
end
table,
luggage
8937
bath, all electric, partially furgrill on patio, screened
Hazel, Ky.
$39,500
dishes,
braided
and
large
rug
nished, in excellent condition. Two bedroom duplex with
21. Exterminating
.49. Used Cars
front porch, electric
Free estimates! Pickup
2 Bedroom frame
Includes underpinning, tie family room and fireplace. Cen- Saturday only, 8 AM til 7 Corgarage door opener,
and delivery! Discount
1968 Chevy Impala, reliable, in Have luL cliveways white rockPoplar
of
12th
home,
and
in
ner
1971built
downs, porch, and window air- tral air and heat. Appliances
and located within
good condition, $650 Call 759- ed and graded before bad
fabrics! Owne s, Jerry
physical condition is
conditioner. Call 753-4326 furnished with washer-dryer Garage sale, Saturday, October
walking distance of
4652 on weekends, after 5.30 weather Free estimates Clifand Sherry Junes,
good but needs
after 5 pm weekdays.
hookup. No pets or children. 4th, 9 til 5 Children's clothes,
ford Garrison. 753-5429. downtown. Offered at
on weekdays.
Phone 492-9307 or
redecorating. 32 acres
Lease and deposit required. toys, miscellaneous items
$37,900 and just listed.
; Trailer for sale. Call 753-4744. 759-4509.
753-6152.
with 25 tendable 1977 Datsun A8-10, 4-door Insulation blown in by Sears
1523 Canterbury.
Phone the Action
28. Mob. Home Rents 34. Houses For Rent
save on these high heating inc
sedan. nice. Call 753-8124
some timber. Located
Hugh Kirksey community yard
Number,
753-1222,
cooling
bills! Call Sears, 7533 miles S.W. of Bell CiFor rent: 2 bedroom trailer,
1975 Dodge Dart, in good conKelley's Termite
Will do plumbing
airFour or five bedroom furnished sale. October 3rd and 4th, 8 Kopperud Realty in
.
=.11.Priced at $39.500,
electric heat. Call 437-4611.
odfitdioany, Call-753.9964 any time 2310 for free estimate
FurAM
til
?
at
conditioning, paintingfarpenKirksey
on
299.
Murray.
for
four
house
or
!five
college
& Pest Control
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
K
&
K
Stump
Removal
Do
you
try, concrete and roofing. 753girls or boys. Also small fur- niture, clothes, lots of dishes.
Phone 753-3914
753-8080
near Murray. No pets. 489need stumps removed from 221101 759-1270.
nished apartment for 1 or 2 glassware, some antiques,
17 Datsun 2607, low miles, air your yard or land cleared of
2611.
college girls. Call 753-5865 Watkins Ond Blair products, Do you own your own lot or lot
dam spokes, louvers, new
24. Miscellaneous
and mobile home' If you do New listing 3 bedroom 2 lull Michelins, clutch. paint. stumps" We can remove WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
For rent or sale: 2 bedroom fur- days, 753-5108 after 530 pm. lots of odds and ends.
stumps up to 24- below the COATING & SEALING. Have
veneer
home,
For sale: Fiberglass for under- nished trailer, $125 per month
brick
and your family income is baths,
For rent House for middle aged If you have junk, yard sale left within the following adlusted 1621 Keenland Drive. Home 84300. 753-6429.
ground, leaving only sawdust your home driveway or parking
pinning and carports, Plex- or $2900. Call 753-5754.
'glass for storm doors and win- Two bedroom trailers, com- couple, under 50 do not apply. overs, clothes, furniture, or income limits. you may qualify features Olympic size pool. For sale 1980 VW Rabbit and chips. Call for free lot sealed professionally before
anything you want to get rid of, for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or central heat and air, fireplace. diesel. Call 435-4208 after 6 estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343 winter 753-8163.
Call 753-2987
dows. used office urniture- pletely furnished, good
condicall Brown's Grove Trading
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 4354319
56. Free Column
desk, safes, file cabinets, tion, from $145. Call
House for rent, furnished, 4 Post. We sell on consignment 4 bedroom home. Income burglar alarm system. For more pm.
753chairs. Ross & Sons Salvage
limits are Two in family - information salt Purdom & For sale 1978 Gremlin, good KARATE CLASSES Open daily - Free* tang haired kittens. Call
bedrooms, at 905 N 16th St, 435,4555Mdse., Inc., Martin, TN 38237.
$13,500; Three in family - Thurman Real Estate, 753- condition, one owner Call 435- Murray Karate Center. For ap- 753-2984
1railer for rent. 12'x58', 2 $200 per month. Call (901) Three
party yard sale, Monday. $15.150, Four in family - 4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585. 4468
Phone 901-587-2420 Open
642-5863.
pointment call 7534317..
bedroom,
2 miles north of
57. Wanted
209 Barnett Street, Hazel, KY, $11900. With today's inflation Geneva Jones 753-6557
Mon.-Fn. 730 to 500. SaturHazel on 641. Air-conditioned, Two bedroom
1976 Ford Maverick. 4-door
house, 2 blocks behind Dee's Bank, and interest rates up, why not
day 130 to 3:00.
COURTNEY SMALL
Two young women want to
washer and dryer, partially fur- refrigerator and stove, gas heat. Many Avon bottles, crocheted
air-conditioned, power steervisit our office today and let us
ENGINE REPAIR AND
share nice house with another
Firewood 23" seasoned hard nished on 2 acre lot. Couples 410 North 8th. Deposit and
ing, radio. Call after 3 pm. 753
afghans, macrame Starts 8 AM talk
terms
now...753woman Near M S U and
SAW SERVICE - Stella
wood. $35 a rick delivered. preferred. $165 per month. references. Call Sam 759-4784
1245.
?, Sunday, 1 PM til 7,
1492..CENTURY 21 Loretta
downtown Private bath and
753-4844 - Lew prices
435-4494.
Call 753-2859,
or 753-6067
Grand
blue
Prix.
1976
2-tone
Realtors
Jobs,
at 1200
entrance Available October
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday.
biscause
of
low
loaded with lots of extras. Call
amionoommely October 3rd and 4th. Sycamore.
1st Call Rebekah after 5 pm
overhead.
pm
after
753-6246
5
753-6577.
Household items, paint, toys.
1970 LTD, in real good condiAvon bottles, spool end table,
A PLACE TO
The Wooly Worms are telling us that a long, cold win
tion. Can be seen 5th Street.
odds and ends. 1511 Clayshire
REDUCED TO SEW Completely
HANG
YOUR HEART
,Hazel, KY. 492-8171
Drive. 753-9382.
ter wil soon be here, no we have just the place for
furnished, 2 year old. 3
You'll fall in love with
you. This exceptional brick ranch type home has had
4Cobra
Mustang
11
302
1977
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday, bedrooms, 2 full baths, living
this' quality built 4
additional insulation to make it snug and warm. The
:speed
with
September 3rd and 4th. room, dining room, den,
Power
double
and
bedroom home in
economical gas heat and a great fireplace will cut the
air. AM-FM 8-track, new'set of
Clothes, shoes, chairs, and fireplace, on nice haft ocre lot
Canterbury Estates. in Lynn Grove area 530,200.
white letter tires, factory
miscellaneous items. 401
heating costs. There are three large bedrooms, two
Home
has
many.
wheels, 43,000 actual miles,
South 8th Street.
baths, large kitchen, the den with the fireplace, living
outstanding features
$3250 Call 1-354-6211,
room, dining room and foyer. Deluxe carpeting has
Yard sale, Saturday only, 94
including large den
been recently installed. This fine home is on a choice
1974 Mustang II, airEast take 280 lust past East
with wood burning
We've got you covered,America
conditioned. AM-FM 8-track, 'lot in a very desirable location on Doran Road. Early
Elementary School. Follow
fireplace, formal dinnew tires, $1400. In good
possession is available. Very reasonably priced. Call
signs.
ing room, large
PROPERTY MANAGEM1,1
shape Call 759-4508
huo
s mfoer an appointment and let us show you this quality
bedrooms, and exSept. 26-Nov. 26
43. Real Estate
1973 Pinto stationwagon,
quisite design and
automatic
air-conditionerr,
decor throughout. OfPriced slashed! Make an offer
John C. Neubauer, Realtor
good tires, one owner $800.
this under priced
fered in the 870's,
3n
1111 Sycamore
642-1495
(901)
home. The family is anxious to
through Kopperud
Pardons Thurman
move with husband to'his new
Realty, 711 Main,
..._1977
LeMans
Pontiac
station753-0101
or 753-7531
Insurance &
lob location. This home is lust
COUNTRY SETTING
wagon. excellent condition
Real Estate
outside of city limits lust 2
Yet minutes from
$3200 Call 753-0387.
Sestina& Court Square
miles. making for town conve
Nov.
town. 4 bedroom, 2
1977 Pontiac Trans Am
Murray, Kentucky
mences but no city taxes. The
bath home located on
26.000 miles, gold, T-top, air
house has a traffic pattern that
753-4451
24 acre. New septic
The Ultimate in
power steering, power brakes
is very liveable. Insulated up to
tank and field tile.
Phone 436-2956 or 436-2289
Bathroom
Decor
TVA
specifications for
Priced in the MO's.
Now you can have a bathroom that is
economic utility bills Priced in
50. Used Trucks
Phone Kopperud Realnot only beautiful, but durable and
MOUT NIAL
71the 830's. Call 7511492 CEN
1976 Dodge Ramcharger, airty, 753-1222 for fullloodwri ma, /*011 le. t•tr.e. Ple
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors
practical as well.
conditioning, power steering,
time
worsoolli•,...41 trhrs
Real
Estate
Serand let us show you this home
power brakes, automatic. Call
FARMS HOMES
See it at...
vice,
today
SNINIESSIS
753-9262 after 5 pm.
U
lAll AND RKRIATIONAI
1978 Ford Courier XLT, 19,000
PROPERTY
miles, automatic, will consider
listings
noodedl
trade for older small pickup.
Officio.
209 Walnut Street
C000t to Coast Mayors from
Call 753-3234 or 753-0114
Everywhere "Film" Cataiog
evenings

I

52.

k

KOPF1, UD

cot

30%
OFF,

giscl,21rnpir

30% Off Special Order

Imperial Wallcovering Thru

8

20% Off Special Order

Duncan Wallcovering Thru Nov. 1

Black's Decorating
Center

701 SouthAth

s'",,y. •.

COPY AVAIL ABLE

Murray, KA

Marble

,.

I

Hornbuckle Barber Shop

ItIOUT RIC IT
Roo..',elm.
'911,•11..... Rd
ajR6

153

Rr

Closed For Relocation
Open On About Oct. 15
Thank You

,1969. Ford-pickup ,truck
power, camper top. AM-FM 8track, and air Call after 5 pm,
753-6246.

Thornton Tile
-at Marble
"Quality That Will Please"

So 9th

753-5719

e
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Funerals
Funeral Will Be
Held Today For
Mary Ruth Lassiter
The funeral for Miss Mary
Ruth Lassiter was held today
at 11 a.m, at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with The Rev. Dr.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr., officiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
as orgatust.
Pallbearers were Jesse
Story, Novis Pate, Haron
West, Dr. L. C. Ryan, John T.
Irvan, and John Trotter.
Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Miss Lassiter, 86, a resident
of 717 Poplar Street, Murray,
died Thursday at 10:35 a.m. at
the Westview Nursing Home.
She is survived by two step
sisters Mrs. Erma Outland,
Murray, and Mrs-.` Eva
Chambers, Royal Oak, Mich.;
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Mary
Betty Lassiter, Murray, and
Mrs. Raker Lassiter, Lamarque, Texas; five nieces; one
nephew.

Calloway Band
Boosters Will
Meet Tuesday

•

The Calloway County Band
Boosters will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 7, at 6:30 p.m. at the
cafeteria of the high school.
A„, potluck supper will be
served. Each one should bring
own eating utenzils, plus one
meat and a- choice of
vegetable, salad or dessert.
Bread. will be furnished, and
drinks may be purchased.
Thomas Dowdy, president,
urges all members and any Interested parents or persons of
both the Calloway High and
. Middle Schools to attend.

Event Planned For Homecoming Weekend

Reunion, Banquet Set For MSU Nursing Alumni
reunion and banquet for
graduates of the nursing program at Murray State University have been planned for the
Homecoming weekend on the
campus Oct. 17-18.
Activities planned for Friday, Oct. 17, by the Nursing
Alumni Association, which
Was organized in August, include a 2 p.m. alumni business
meeting and a 6 p.m. social
gathering in Mason Hall (Nursing Building), followed by an

Dr. Mischke Will
Speak At Church
The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., pastor of the
First United Methodist Church, will speak on the subject,
"A Breath Taking Promise"
with scripture from John
14:11-14 at the 8:45 and 10:50
a.m, services on Sunday, Oct.
5, at the church.
Karen Jackson will sing a
solo,"His Way, Mine," at both
services. At the later service,
the Chancel Choir, directed by
Paul Shahan with Bea Farrell
as organist, will sing the anthem, "The Highway of the
Upright."
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m., Junior High Fellowship
at 2:30 p.m., Senior High
Fellowship at 5:30 p.m.; Covenant Prayer Groups at 5:30
p.m.,and evening worship at 7
p.m,

8 p.m banquet at the Holiday
Inn in Murray.
Nursing alumni will gather
again at 7:30 a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 18, in Mason Hall for
a coffee sponsored by the cam-

Regular Services
Set At Grace
Baptist Church
Regular services will be
held Sunday, Oct. 5, at 10:45
a.m. and 6:30 p.ra. at the
Grace Baptist Church, 617
South Ninth Street, Murray,
with the pastor, the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe,as the speaker.
Leland Peeler will direct the
music with Dwane Jones as
organist and Terry Downey as
pianist. The Church Choir will
sing at the morning hour and
the Youth Group at the evening hour.
Nursery workers will be
Dell Bazzell, Freda Jones,
Terry Downey, and Bonnie
Hale.
Don Hale, phone 753-3063,
will be in charge of the bus informaion.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will beat 9:45 a.m.

Memorial Baptist
Will Hear Pastor
-Speak Sunday

The Memorial Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
speak on "Joseph's Victory
Over Sibling Rivalry, III
Treatment, Sex, Prosperity"
with scripture from Gen. 37-50
Holy Communion will be
at the 10:50 a.m. service on
celebrated at the 9:45 a.m.
Sunday, Oct. 5.
services on Sunday, Oct. 5, at
Starkie Colson, deacon of
the St. John's Episcopal Churthe week, will assist in the serch, Main and Broach Streets.
vices.
The Rev. Custis Fletcher will
The Sanctuary Choir,
be the celebrant.
directed by Milton Gresham
Acolytes will be Missy
with Michael Wilkins as
George, Heather 'Doyle, and
pianist and Margaret Wilkins
Ben Moore. Bill Kyle and
as organist, will present
Frank Blodgett will be lay
special music.
readers. Barbara George and
The ordinance of The Lord's
"Christ For The World" Phyllis Clary will be in charge
Supper will be observed at the
with scripture from Matthew of the altar.
7 p.m. service with the pastor
4:17-25 will be the subject of
Church School and Adult
the sermon at the 10:45 a.m. Class will be at 11 a.m. Sun- to speak on "The Trinity" with
scripture from I John 5:1-12,1!
services on Sunday, Oct. 5, at day.
Cor. 13:14.
, the First Baptist Church. His 7
Sunday School with Ralph
p.m. topic will . be "More
Bogard as director will be at
Righteous Than a Pharisee"
9:40 a.m., and Church Trainwith scripture from Matthew
ing with Glenn Hale as direc5:17-18.
tor will be at 6 p.m.
--Randy Cunningham, deacon
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
of the week, will assist in the will direct the masses at 6:30
services.
p.m. today and at 8 and 11
• At the morning hour Mrs. a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
Cynthia Turnbow will sing a Oct. 5, at the St. Leo's Catholic
solo, and the Church Choir, Church.
directed by -Wayne Halley
CCD Classes will be at 9:30
with Joan Bowker as organist a.m.Sunday.
and Allene Knight as pianist,
Talmadge Jones and John
Weekday masses will be at
Will sing special selections.
6:15 a.m. Monday, 4:30 p.m. James, ministers at the EdThe Men's Choir will sing on Tuesday and Wednesday, dyville Prison, will be the
"Faith of Our Fathers" and 10 a.m. on Thursday, and 2 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
speakers, respectively at the
Halley will sing a solo, "Free p.m. on Friday.
University Church of Christ on
From the Law," at the evenSunday, Oct. 5.
ing service.
Assisting in the services will
Sunday School will be at 9:30
be Ernie Bailey, Wayne
a.m. and Church Training,
Williams, Robert Hendon, J.
GA's, and RA's will be at 6
T. Page, J. P. Parker, George
p.m. on Sunday.
The Goshen United Gallagher, Harold Grogan,
Methodist Church will hear Rob Gingles, Gearl Suiter,
the pastor, the Rev. Julian Doug Jones, John Nanny,
Warren, speak at the 11 a.m. John Simmons, Jim Lawson,
worship service on Sunday, Wayne Williams, Tomrnye
Oct. 5. He will be assisted by Taylor, and Joey West.
Jerry Bibb, layman of the
Nursery supervisors will be
week.
The St. Air:A"Baptist
Johnson, Larue Spann,
Prior to the worship service, Jane Morganti, Lillian Dunn,
-- Church will hold revival services starting Monday, Oct. 6, Bobby Wilson will conduct the Laura Parker, and Shirley
and continuing through Fri- children's devotional.
Nix.
Sunday School will begin at
Bible study will be held at
day. Oct. 10, with the Rev.
Troy Ladd, a student at the 10 a.m, with classes for all 9:30 a.m.Sunday.
Southern Baptist Seminary, ages.
The council on ministeries
Louisville, as the evangelist.
Services. will be at 7 p.m. will meet at 5:30 p.m. followed
by evening worship at 6:30
each night-.
For transportation persons p.m.
Midweek Bible Study will be
may calli53-2258, according to
• the pastor, the Rev. C. E. at 7 p.m. Wednesday evening
Timberlake, who invites the with the book of Romans as
John Dale will speak on
the study course.
public to attend. '
"Spiri.kual
Growth:
t Reverence" with scripture
a.
from Psalm 51:9-17 at the 8:30
• and 10:40 a.m, services on
•
• Sunday, Oct. 5, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
At the 6 p.m. service Dale
will speak on "Church
Discipline Park II" With scripture from!Car. 5:9-11.
Danny Cleaver, Jerry Bolls,
Terry Roberson, Billy Nix,
Ricky Cherry, Mike Thomas,
Roy Harmon, Noah Wehatley,
•4!C
.
Eddie Rogers, Ray Karraker,
'77 Bekk Morel
Jimmy Ragsdale, Richard
Blue & White
Duke, Bob LaMastus, John L.
Sharp Approx. 40,000 Miles
Williams, Paul Kelly, and
P.B., Air
Johnny Bohannon will assist
•
in the services.
•
Gay Evans will be the teen
nursery helper, and Karen
Carraway will be the special
Keep That Great GM Feeling With
class helper. Serving on the
Gentoint GM Parts •
• • Extension Department will be
•
Randy Wright and Joe
75X2617
641 Swish
• .• Garland..
Bible study will be at 9.45
a.m.Sunday.

pus chapter of the Kentucky
Association
of
Nursing
Students.
Dr. Martha 0. Erwin, chairman of the Department of
Nursing and president of the
Nursing Aliunni Association,
said the nursing program has
approximately
1,000
graduates. The diploma prograin was begun in 1948 and
the, baccalaureate program in

1964
Members of the first
diploma graduating class of
1951 and the first baccalaureate graduating class of
1968 will be honored at the Friday banquet, along with Dr.
Ruth E. Cole, who served as
both director of nursing
education and chairman of the
Department of Nursing. She
retired in 1977.

Mrs. Erwin said reservations for the banquet are $6.90
per person and should be sent
immediately to Geneva
Cooper, Mason Hall, Murray
State University, Murray,
Ky.,42071.

In addition to Mrs. Erwin, a
1969 graduate, other officers
of the Nursing Alumni
Association are: Mary Jane
Cent, a • 1968 graduate, sane
president; Pain Dale Ark, a
1974 graduate, secretary; and
Mrs. Cooper, a 1971 graduate,
treasurer.

"We hope and expect that
this will be the biggest and

more K days
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THE NEW CHRYSLER CORPORATION
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lucky K mart shoppers Can win either a Dodge Aries OrO Plymouth Reliant
iO nuichase necessary licensed drivers 18 yrs of age or older only
vow ...w•

ROAST TURKEY DINNER

Comfy Knee-Firs
Wider comfort bad.,
Misses'. queen 9-11

Pr s

_
_

To.
CHRYSLER'S
Itlime
K CAR K DAYS SWEEPSTAKES'

37

Tender breast of turkey cram
berry sauce, dressing, whipped
potatoes giblet gravy, vegetable roll and butter

Holy Communion
To Be Celebrated
At St. John's

Rev. Mattingly
To Direct Masses

K mart'

10.88 Sale Price •
Less Factory
3.00 Rebate
Wake'N Warn' II
Net Cost
electronic-horn. ay
After Factory
battery S
Quality
Smoke
Detector

Box
Tampax • Tampons
40-pack regular
super or super plus

88

9-volt-

Rebate

One Size Fits S-M-L
Our
Reg.
6.57-6.96

mperiaW

Cute Long Flowing Gowns For
Dreaming The Night Away!
Gracefully styled nylon or nylon/
acetate gowns with wide sweep
bottom Elastic or keyhole neckline

11.66•

Camera'N Pouch
tll
wOopo
bc
ukile
t-tincale
mne
se
ras,

Eddyville Ministers
To Speak At
University Church

17-0z.
Net wt.

7 , sHeaevruorgadnriazewre2r6s
Storage Cabinet

"Goofproor
Photofinishing

SPECIAL

Solid
Colors

Develop and Print
03E9
TOILET

81:11VICLEANER

Goshen Methodist
To Hear Pastor

71/2-0z.
Net wt.

397

68°E.

Little girls and boys
stay snug in an
acrylic sweater Sizes
2-4 Save now

Kodacolor II' & Focal'
Color Print Film •
Get Second Print At
No Extra Charge
Up To 20
Exp.

Up To 12
Exp.

2.97

ur9R7eg
06

St. John's To
- Hold Revival

Bathroom Cleaners
In-bowl deodorizer,
disinfecting spray.

Up To 24
Exp.

Up To 36
Exp.

5.13

7.29

3.44 3.33

Ea

Dust Mop

• And Compatible process C-4I NT,on,
C-22 and ASA 400 slightly more

_
Bright
Shaul"
MIMEO

John Dale Will
Speak At Seventh
And Poplar Church

Wide Tailored Panels
Permanent press
acetate!polyester.

O'Cedar cotton dust mop

IF
bats
NOMIll
UNDER
ATM RIMIH I
oraen,uCts
dens sou°
auto

°

P

Sporting Goods Dept

o

—
12 Oz •
20 02•
Auto Dept

Our Reg

Our Reg. 83'

56C

Our Reg 666

Sale Price

57Tube 1•27a. 96°Ea 4.97
3/4"x60 Yd. Tape
Jumbo roll masking
tape for general use
Cppyriqh1 1900 by I( morIM

$4,200.00Dwain Taylor Chevrolat, Inc.

Ea:Ier charge
I

Multiuse Caulking
Seals out moisture,
seals gaps. 10.5 oz.'

111
-

011 Spout Choice
Flexible funnel or
oil can spout'

'Net wt

'Holds I qt

mart' MERCHANDISE

Truck Gun Rack
Adjusts easily to
truck windows

POLICY

Our firm intention is to nave every advertised item in stock on
sheNes If on advertised item is not available tor
Purchase due to any unforeseen reason I( mart wit issue a
boIn Check.on.request for Me merchandise lone item or
iectsonobte tOrnoty Quantity to be purchased at the sole
price whenever available or will sell you a comparable
Quality .tern at a comparable reduction in puce Our policy is
to give our customers satisfaction always

4=4
,
•

Undercoat,Primers
Sandable primers
Auto undercoating

orpor I Nan

K

.
er

••

best nursing homecoming
ever at Murray State," she added.

Win a front wheel drive K car from

'Christ For The
World' Is Sermon
At First Baptist

?AR-

The banquet speaker will be
Robert 0. Miller, Calloway
County judge executive.

GRANDMA KISS
TOLED4 Ohio (API — It
was a long party for four year
old Sara Kirk, and when her
great grandmother, Mrs.
Ralph Williams, asked for a
kiss and a hugh, the little girl
sighed and said, "I'm just all
out of hive!"
Great-grandma accepted
the situation with good grace,
but Sara had some second
thoughts about it. As Mrs.
Williams climbed into her car,
Sara shouted from the door,
"Great-grandma! You'll find
a kiss in your pocket."'

THE SAVING PLACE

4=111 11.1".
tiftr0r111
The Saving Place,m

700 U.S. Highway 641 North Murray, Ky.
Route 7 Sedalia Road Mayfield, Ky.
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BEST COPY AVAILA

